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ABSTRACT

Chlamydia trachomatis is the most frequently occurring bacterial sexually transmitted

disease in Canada and worldwide. The burden and cost of the disease is primarily due to

the sequelae which include pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and ectopic

pregnancy. Preventive programs have been implemented and have shown some success

in reducing the number of cases over the last several decades. Unfortunately, the decrease

in disease 
-prevalence 

is no longer evident. In order to reduce and possibly eliminate

chlamydia in Canada, and worldwide, new control strategies need to be implemented.

Recently, an emerging concept for studying STD transmission is that of social network

analysis. The use of social network analysis has the potential to further our understanding

of STD epidemics and contribute to the development of more effective targeted control

shategies' The main premise of this analysis is to study the epidemic at apopulation level

as opposed to focusing on individuals alone. In addition, the incorporation of molecular

epidemiology tests the ability of constructing networks from contact hacing data.

In this research, we analyze¿ . sexu.el networks formed in Manitoba over a six month

period' Routinely collected case/contact information \ryas gathered by public health nurses

and used to construct the sexual network. Specimens from infected individuals were

typed by DNA sequence analysis to assess the accuracy of transmission events identified

through contact tracing information. In addition, the characteristics of the chlamydia -

infected population and the sexual partnering behaviors of those individuals was



determined. The results of these analyses will assist in the development of effective

prevention programs to reduce chlamydial infections in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Burden of Disease

The genus Chlamydia consists of four distinct species: Chtamydia trachomatis,

Chlomydia psittaci, Chlamydia pneumoniae, and Chlamydia pecorum. AII of these

chlamydia species are obligate intracellular pathogens that infect humans and in the case

of Chlamydia pec:ovv7n and, Chlamydia psittacì, can infect birds as well. C. trachomatis

serotypes ,\ B and C cause trachoma, the most cofitmon cause of infectious blindness

worldwide. The Lymphogranuloma venereum (LGÐ biovar, is an ulcerative sexually

transmitted disease (STD) found primarily in developing countries. C. trachomatis

serovars D-K are sexually transmitted and cause ocular and genital infections in both

males and females. Through sexual transmission, these organisms infect the columnar

epithelial cells of the urethra in men and the endocervix in women, causing inflammation

and epithelial ulceration and scarring. This organism has also become the most prevalent

STD in both the United States and Canad4 surpassing infection rates of Neisseria

gonorrhea (GC)

The cost of treatment for Chlamydia trachomatis in Canada has been estimated to range

between $89 million and $123 million annually (1990 dollars) (Goeree et a1.,1993). In

the united states, estimates in 1990 were as high as $2.1g billion \¡¡ith 4 million new

cases occurring annually. Ten million cases per year are believed to occur in Europe and

89 million cases worldwide (Guaschino et al., 2000). There is a large number of



undiagnosed cases, largely a result of the substantial number of asymptomatic infections.

In the U.S., from 1984 to i997, reported rates of chlamydia increased from 3.2 to 207 .0

cases per 100,000 population. This trend primarily reflects increased screening and

identification of asymptomatic infections and improved reportin g capacity rather then a

true increase in disease incidence.

C. trachomatis infections are the most coÍrmon, preventable bacterial disease, surpassing

¡/. gonorrhea. However, approximately 75%o of infected females and 50yo of infected

males are asymptomatic and are clinically silent making it difficult to identify and treat

infected persons, for the prevention of long term sequelae and the intem¡ption of

transmission chains.

Clinical s5rmptoms include urethritis, epidimytis, and proctitis in men. In women,

cervicitis, acute urethral syndrome, bartholinitis and salpingitis are seen to occur.

Conjunctivitis and disseminated infections can appear in both males and females (Stamm

and Holmes, 1990). A large portion of infected individuals are asymptomatic, however, if
symptoms do occur, they can appear within one to three weeks after exposure. Men and

women can experience discharge or pain during urination. Up to 40 % of women with

untreated chlamydia will develop pelvic inflammatory disease (PD) and of these,20o/o

will become infertile, 18% will experience chronic pelvic pain and 9 % will have a life

threatening tubal pregnancy (Rice and Schachter,l99l). PID results in scarring of the

fallopian tubes which may inhibit the process of fertili zation. fn men, chlamydial



infections may lead to epididymitis, pain and swelling in the scrotal area. Left untreated

this condition can cause malè infertility.

The cause for great concern regarding chlamydial infections is centered around the long

term sequelae that are suffered, in particular by females. In women, chlamydia infections

play a role in the development of pelvic inflammatory disease (PD) or salpingitis,

involuntary infertility and ectopic pregnancy (Rice and Schachter, 1991; Coste et al.,

L994). Women who have positive IgG antibodies to C. trochomatis are at a five times

higher risk of ectopic pregnancy than women who do not have IgG antibodies (Rice and

Schachter, 1991; Coste et al., 1994). Severe complications can arise from maternal

chlamydial infections. Associations between preterm birth, premature rupture of

membranes, intrauterine growth retardation and presence of chlamydia have been found

(Claman et al., 1995; Cohen et al., 1990; Rettig, 1998). In addition, a study looking at

commercial sex workers (CSW) in Nairobi found that those infected with ctrlamydia had

a fourfold increased risk for HIV seroconversion in comparison to CSWs who did not

have chlamydial infections @lummer et al.,I99L). The high cost of treatment and burden

of illness is primarily due to the high incidence and prevalence of these organisms, as

well as the high numbers of asymptomatic cases who do not get treatment before

sequelae develop.

In an attempt to reduce the cost and repercussions of infection, programs and policy

guidelines have been developed. Infections due to ctrlamydia have become nationally

notifiable in Canada since 1990 which allows for the gathering of statistics, sex partner



information, and the monitoring and management of infections within specific

populations. In additiorL mass and sele'ctive screening programs to detect asymptomatic

patients with disease have also been sanctioned @ureau of Communicable Disease

Epidemiology, 1989).

Following the implementation of a screening program in 1987 in Manitoba, there was a

clear downward trend in chlamydia incidence levels (Figure 1.1). However, as in other

parts of Canada, in 1999, Manitoba's most commonly reported STD continues to be C.

trachomatis, with an incidence rate of 362.2 per 100,000 and 153.4 per 100,000 for

females and males, respectively (Flealth Canada, 2000). Compared to previous years, the

rate of infection for females in 1999 has slightly decreased from that of 1998 but remain

above the levels present in 1996 and 1997. For males there was a slight increase from

that in 1998, however, rates were still above 1996 and 1997 levels (Health Canada,

2000). In T999, 2,995 cases of chlamydia were reported with 2,122 (70.g%) being

females between 15-24 years of age. The higher rates among females is largely due to

females being screened at the time of their annual pap tests and their attendance at

prenatal and family planning clinics. Males are generally tested less often, typically only

when they are identified as having been exposed to an infected partner or when

symptomatic.

Unfortunately, from 1997 to the present, there has been a steady increase in infection

rates following a brief period of relatively steady rates. This upward trend suggests that

current prevention efforts may have now reached their maximal effect for preventing
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infections and new methodologies need to be implemented to regain the downward trends

in rates.
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Figure 1.1: Chlamydia incidence levels from 1991 to 1998 within Manitoba.*-+- and
canada å. Figure supplied by Debbie Nowicki, cDC unit, Manitoba Health.

1.2 Epidemiolory of Chlamydía trøchomatß

Epidemiology investigates the distribution and determinants of disease. Over the past half

century, epidemiologic investigation into STDs have included clinical observations of



microbial etiology, descriptions of the prevalence and distribution of disease, and the

identification of the risk factors associated with disease (Aral and Holmes, 1999). This

section will highlight some of the general findings for bacterial STDs, and will also

include a summary of Manitoba - specific information.

Special populations are disproportionately affected by STD morbidity. In Western society

and under developed countries, sex workers, homeless persons, adolescents and adults in

detentior¡ and migrant workers are among special populations with high STD morbidity.

High rates of STDs are seen in homeless populations. A study in Chicago revealed that

260/o of homeless females had trichomoniasis, 60/o were infected with gonorrhea and, 5Yo

had developed PID (Johnstone et al., 1993).In Baltimore, 8o/o of homeless males and

ll%o of homeless females were positive for gonorrhea and syphilis while one third of

these individuals reported having a prior STD (Breakey et a|.,19S9).

Adolescents and adults in detention facilities have high levels of morbidity. In 1994, rates

of infection for gonorrhea in male adolescents in detention were 152 times greater than

those among males in the general population. Females in detention have reported rates for

gonorrhea that are 42 times higher than females in the general population (CDC, 1996).

lncarcerated individuals frequently experience high STD incidence and morbidity rates.

A jail facility for men in Los Angeles County reported syphilis rates of 507 cases per

100,000 persons. This number is 11 times the rate observed in the general population



(Cohen et al., 1992).In T996, Cook County Jail screening of female arrestees identified

22o/o of the 803 early syphilis cases identified in females in the county (CDC, 1998). In

1993 and 1994, after routine STD testing, United States correctional facilities reported

I7%o of inmates were infected with syphilis, 32.5% were positive for gonorrhea and 4.4Yo

were positive for chlamydia (Bickell et aL.,1991).

Worldwide, STDs are a major health problem among migrant workers (CDC 1992, Jones

et al.,1991). This may possibly be due to limited access to health care systems, language

and cultural barriers, and limited economic resources, combined with sexual behaviors

that expose migrant workers to high-risk partners which tend to perpetuate high levels of

STD morbidity among this group (Bechtel et a1.,1995; Brewer et a1.,1998). Epidemics

of STDs are frequently seen in men who temporarily have to stay away from their

families due to heterogeneity in economic growth rates in a country, leading to high

levels of geographic mobility (Aral et al.,I99l; Hunt 1989; Carswell et a1.,1989). Long

familial separations have resulted in a disintegration of long established marital and

sexual patterns. The unequal sex ratio in towns resulting from the in-migration of male

workers encourages prostitution. The combination of migrant labor and prostitution has

led to epidemics of STDs among these groups all over the world (Aral et al., l99l;Hrnt

1989; CarswelL et al., 1989). Prostitutes also travel long distances to offer their sexual

services elsewhere. This international migration of prostitutes has now become an

important part of the sex industry (Koenig 19S9).



services elsewhere. This international migration of prostitutes has now become an

important part of the sex industry (Koenig 1989).

Monitoring the incidence or prevalence of STDs among female sex workers (FSW) and

the proportion of men who report having had sex with FSW, provides information on the

contribution of sex work to the spread of STDs. Men involved in this practice are

typically charactenzed as being foreign, military servicemen, long distance truck drivers

andlor migrant workers. In less developed countries, men purchase sex from female

prostitutes more frequently. Both males and females involved in several STD outbreaks

among migrant workers and travelers, have involved the exchange of money for sex and

vice versa. In 1986 to 1987 in Seattle, an outbreak of a unique strain of penicillin

producing Neisseria gonorrhea was seen within a few months to have spread throughout

the community (flandsfr,eld et al., 1989). Approximately 80o/o of those infected were

individuals who had sex with FSWs or were themselves FSWs, or who had used illicit

drugs around the time infection occurred. Globally, CSWs are most commonly found in

settings chatactenzed by poverty and social disintegration @ay 1988; padian lggg),

Contact with CSWs and FSWs is clearly a major factor in the epidemiology of STDs in

both developed and developing countries @'Costa et a1.,1985; Schachter et al., l9g3;

Ryan el a1.,1998).

Adolescent and young females are greatly affected by chlamydial infections. Rates in the

United States demonstrate that 1 in 10 adolescent girls tested for chlamydia are infected

(Judson, 1985). Teenage girls have the highest rates of infection where girls between the



ages of 15-19 represent 46Yo of infections and20-24 year old women make up another

33%o. Infections are also widespread geographically with economicaþ disadvantaged

females between T6 to 24 affected greatly.

In Canada, a similar scenario is seen where the majority of infected females are between

the ages of 15-19 (on et al., T994). In 1995, rates in this group were 1,109.i per

100,000. This is almost nine times the national rate for males and females combined and

six times the national rate for females (all ages). Females 20-24 had the second highest

rate with 1,041.7 cases per 100,000, over eight times greater then the national rate. Rates

for males significantly differed f¡om females in both age groups and prevalence levels.

Those males aged 20-24 had the highest rates of 335.6 cases per 100,000 while males

between the ages of 15-19 had 169.6 cases per 100,000. These rates were 2.6 and, 1.3

times greater than the national rates. The gender differentials may be an artifact of

screening and may not reflect true differences between males and females. Higher rates in

females likely reflect the fact that screening programs frequently focus on the testing of

females. Although contact tracing should bring males in contact with the health care

system, the reluctance to provide a urethral swab sample limits the number of diagnosed

male cases. The introduction of nucleic acid amplified testing of urine specimens should

provide opportunities for increased testing of male contacts and for male-oriented

screening programs. In addition, gender differentials may be a result of females having a

biological disposition for infection (cohen et a|., r985; Holmes, l99g).



Studies from both Canada and the U.S. report that North American Indians, Inuit, African

Americans and Hispanics suffer disproportionately from chlamydia infections, compared

to individuals who are of other ethnic backgrounds (Jolly et al., 1995; Orr et al., 1994;

Beller et al., 1992, Cullen et al., 1990). There is no known biological reason for the

different STD rates in different race and ethnic groups, therefore, race and ethnicity in the

United States are presumably markers that correlate with fi¡ndamental determinants of

health status such as poverty, access to health care, health care seeking behavior, illicit

drug use and living in communities with high prevalence of STDs (cDC, 1996).

The growth of STD incidence in the general population has been attributed largely to

adolescent or young adult groups (Flolmes 1994). As a result of WWII, Canada underwent

a "baby boom", where birth rates increased over those normally seen. In the late 1960's,

these babies began to reach late adolescence, ushering in an increase in STD incidence.

STD rates declined in teens and young adults around 1980 and has continued through to

the 1990's. However, the children of the 'baby-boom" generation are no\¡/ reaching

adolescence. The size of the teenage population is expected to increase by 20% in the

decade from 1996 to 2005, with greatest increases in the African American and Hispanic

populations creating a new wave of demographic pressure for STD transmission.

Of significant importance to STD research are behavioral risk factors that include: early

age of intercourse, having multiple sex partners, non-use of condoms, men having sex with

men, sharing injecting drug equipment, injecting in shooting galleries and the use of

cocaine (Health Canada 1994).

l0



Trends toward earlier and more liberal sexual behavior may have recently come to ahalt

(U.S. National Center for Health Statistics 1997). Reports show that 50% of U.S.

teenagers (15 to 19 years of age) in 1995 had ever had sexual intercourse compared with

53o/o in 1988 and 47Yo n 1982. Age at first intercourse has two epidemiological functions

(Sanchez et al., 1996; Hofferth et al., 1987). First, it is a true risk factor causally related

to disease outcome. Etiologically, age at first sexual intercourse has been independently

associated with an increased risk of the development of cervical cancer. Second, age at

first intercourse serves as an indicator of other aspects of sexual activity. For example, it

is correlated with sociodemographic factors such as race and socioeconomic status,

sexual behavior variables, the number of sex partners and specific STDs.

Some general conclusions of studies of condom use demonstrate that condom use is

highest in men. Men report having higher number of partners and highest rates of partner

change in young, teenage groups (Tanfer et al., 1993). Females have similar rates of

condom use compared to males, however, condom use by females becomes less frequent

with an increase in partner number. Steiner (1999) suggested that the main problem with

condoms is the high level of non-use by people who are at the highest risk of HIV/STD.

Maticka-Tyndale (1991) note that individuals between the ages of 15-24 have a pattern for

sexual relationships of serial monogamy. This behavior leads to impediment of condom

use as it provides a means to justify their behaviors based on their perception that their

partners are well known and trusted. The CDC reported that less than 25Yo of young aged

people, from 15-24 used a condom in the last year.

ll



Increased use of crack cocáine spread throughout the United States and the Caribbean

during the earþ and mid-1980's. Estimated numbers of current cocaine users has dropped

from 5.8 million in 1985 to 1.3 million in 1982. However, the number of weekly users

has not dropped since 1985 (Golub and Johnson,1997).It is crack use by adolescents and

young adults that has been of greatest interest to those concerned about the impact of

cocaine on the spread of STDs. The perspective on the epidemic of cocaine use takes on a

similar paradigm as that used in STD epidemics. It has been noted that a sub-group of

hard core drug users are the first users of cocaine, followed by a quick expansion of use

to close füends and associates (Golub and Johnson, 1997).If the drug becomes popular,

teenagers coming into the circle will adopt the use of cocaine resulting in a rapid increase

in cocaine use. Teenage social behavior, such as crack cocaine use, clearly promotes the

spread of STDs since crack cocaine use leads to several STD risk behaviors, including

exchanging sex for drugs or money (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1983). Gonorrhea has now

been linked to membership of street gangs, which is another factor involved in STD

transmission and drug network dynamics (Golub and Johnson, 1997).In addition, crack

use is directly associated with syphilis, gonorrhea and HIV infection rates (CDC, 1993).

Aral et al (1990) noted 3 important behavioral factors involved in risk: 1) the number

and selection of partners, 2) frequency of intercourse and 3) type of intercourse. The

number of sexual partners and the selection of partners by an individual reflects the level

of risk to which those individuals are exposed. Persons with a high number of partners,

who in turn also have a high number of partners, are at very high risk of infection

L2



compared to individuals who do not have high number of partners. Type of intercourse

influences STD risk as receptive anal intercourse is associated with high risk, while oral

sex is relatively low risk. Vaginal intercourse is almost universally practiced within

partnerships (Laumann et al., 1994). However, vaginal intercourse with an infected

partner puts a woman at greater risk for infection with HIV and other STDs than a man.

Frequency of intercourse affects risþ as infected individuals with a high frequency of

intercourse are more likely to transmit and acquire infections.

Risk of exposure to an STD is directly related not only to the number of infected sexual

partners, but also to the prevalence of STDs within one's pool of potential choice of sex

partners. The number of partners within a specific time period, often one to three months,

has been shown to be a risk factor for acquiring gonorrhea, chlamydia, genital herpes and

HPV infections @'Costaet a1.,7985; Handsfield et al., 1986; Schachter et al., 1983.,

Syrjanen et ø1.,1984). Both in the general population and clinic attendees, marked gender

differences exist in the recruitment of sex partners. Females meet their partners through

less casual associatiott" and know them better and for longer periods of time, compared to

males (Sanchez et al., 1996). A nondiscriminatory approach to sex partner recruitment

increases the probability of sexual contact with members of high risk core groups and

thus, exposure to STDs. Better understanding of patterns of partner recruitment in

population subgroups would help to explain some of the variability in STD risk.

In Manitoba, aboriginal individuals suffer disproportionately from infections with

chlamydia in comparison to other ethnic groups. Geographically, many aboriginals in
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Manitoba inhabit rural areas of the province accessible only by aircraft or boat. Elliott et al

(1999) found that overall tiends in Manitoba indicate a concentration of high STD risk

behaviors and STD infections among high risk sub-populations including aboriginals in

northern retnote communities. This may be due, in part, to the limited contact with the

health care system by these communities, which can have a profound effect on the

prevalence of STD (Fairely, 1997).

Epidemiology due to C. trachomalls infections in Manitoba was evaluated in 1,994 where,

after the implementation of a screening program, the a¡nual incidence of C. trachomatis

was highest in females aged 15-24 years. Recurrent infections were most common in

females in this age group, registered North American Indians, and individuals with

concurrent infections with gonorrhea (Orr, l9g4)

In summary, based on these findings, persons infected \¡iith C. trachomatis are typically

adolescent and belong to ethnic minorities or lower socioeconomic classes (depending on

population). Other populations infected include homeless, adults in detention, migrant

workers, commercial sex workers and substance abusers. Risk markers associated with

risk of acquiring an infection include large numbers of sexual partners, coinfection, as

well as concurrent partnerships. The importance of partner number on disease dynamics

is discussed in the next section.

1..3 Beyond the individual: Core group and the reproductive number
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Previous approaches to delineate the epidemiology of STDs were more frequently based

on the individual as the unit of analysis. As illustrated in the previous section on C.

trachomatis epidemiology, these approaches have provided much information on the risk

factors and risk markers associated with STDs. However, although providing valuable

dat4 they fall short of fully capturing the risk an individual faces with respect to

acquiring an STD.

The main drawback of individual based approaches to STD epidemiology is that

information is not sought on the behaviors of an individual's sexual contacts. Regardless

of an individual's behavior, that individual is not at risk of infection, unless they come in

contact with an infected person. Therefore both individual behavior and the behaviors of

their sexual partners, and their partner's partners, must be considered to fully understand

STD epidemiology and transmission dynamics at an individual and population level.

Several authors have reviewed the importance of population versus individual based

approaches in epidemiological studies of STDs (Shiboski and Sussman, 1996; Koopman

and Lynch, 1999). An individual based approaoh does not fully capture the social forces

involved in disease transmission. It only focuses on individual characteristics of infected

persons, and not their surrounding social environment. Population based approaches, on

the other hand, see the bigger picture. They incorporate information on both cases and

their contacts to provide a depiction of the social relationships occurring within

populations. The organtzational structure of a population and the systematic interactions

among its members help to determine the speed with which an STD epidemic spreads
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through a population, the magnitude it reaches, and the paths through which preventive

interventions diffirse.

The basic reproductive number, Ro, of an infection encapsulates the parameters and

processes influencing the transmission dynamics within defined populations @runham,

1997. May, 1981; Anderson and May, 1992). The reproductive number is defined as:

Ro:ßcD

where ß represents the probability of transmission of an infectious agent between infected

and susceptible individuals; c represents the rate of contact between infective and

susceptible individuals; and D represents the duration of infectivity. R. represents the

average number of secondary cases generated by one primary case in a population of

sexually active individuals. If R" is greater than one, then the infection will spread in a

population. lVhen R. is less than one, the infection cannot sustain itself and disappears

out of the population. Infection is maintained at an endemic level when the value of the

reproductive number remains at one.

Therefore, the reproductive number is defined by three cooperating variables that

incorporate biological (ß and D), and behavioral (c) concepts. ß can be affected by such

variables as the number of sex acts per unit time, the type of sex act and the

genotypic/phenotypic characteristics of the infecting agent and the potential host. Given

their potential heterogeneity, estimates of ß must be taken with caution, however it is

generally accepted that ß for chlamydia is near a value of 0.2, suggesting a relatively low

probability of transmission in comparison to other bacterial STD's (Anderson, lg99).
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Similarly, estimates of the duration of infectiofl, D, are also subject to variability.

Duration of infection for untreated cases of chlamydia are relatively long (estimated at

approximately one year) and would act to counter balance the relatively low transmission

efficiency (McCormacþ 1979). This parameter has many external variables that can

disrupt interpretation of results because many infected are asymptomatic. Furthermore, it

is difficult to determine true incident infections apart from re-infectior¡ recurrent

infection and prolonged infection where studies show that women, without treatment, are

still infected over àyear after initial culture (McCormack" 1979).

The behavioral determinants, or the rate of change of sex contact, is measured based on

peoples' behaviors. These measurements are more variable than the biological

determinants which would therefore explain the variation in STD rates that can occur in a

given population. It is also a key variable, as the sex partner change rates are clearly

central in determining the potential number of secondary infections a given case can

generate.

The measurement of contact between infectious individuals and susceptible individuals is

denoted by c. Nagelkerke (1,994) states that for a random mixing population,

C:m-r o2
m

where m is the mean rate of partner change and o2 is the variance. Therefore, for

chlamydia this translates as the average number of partners exposed per unit of time,

weighted by the extent of heterogeneity in numbers of partners. The only limitation of

this equation is based on the partner selection process where people in higher sexual
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activity classes offer more sexual iiaisons than do those in lower classes. Hence, they

have a higher likelihood of being selected (Andersorç 1991). Several complex formulae

have been devised which describe the effects of different criteria in choosing sexual

partners. There are a great number of people who will not have adequate numbers of

partners to sustain a disease in a population. There are, however, a few who act to sustain

a disease based on their having sufficient number of partners.

Rearrangement of the formula for R" by Brunham (1997) reflects the importance of

sexual behavior on STD epidemiology :

c: I
ßD

From this new equation, c is the critical threshold of sex partner change rates that would

keep the infection in an epidemic state (or R : 1). This simple derivation higlrlights the

significance of the rates of sex partner change as a determinant of the rate and degree of

spread of infection. C for chlamydia is four, demonstrating how sexually active

individuals play a disproportionate role in STD transmission. (Discussed under core

groups). Individuals with extremely high numbers of partners have a higher likelihood of

either being exposed to, acquiring, or transmitting pathogens.

Core groups

Traditionally, a common assumption when assessing an individual's risk of acquiring an

STD was that an individual has a random and uniform risk of infection based on

promiscuity. Hethcote and Yorke (1934) moved beyond the random nature of STD

infection and developed a hypothesis that any given population can be divided into two
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responsible for maintaining the endemic state of infection @runham, lggT).

Theoretically, these populations are defined as containing individuals who have high

number of parhrers or a high partner change rate and are responsible for maintaining Ro

above one. As such, it is thought that these individuals provide multiple transmission

opportunities for movement of pathogens throughout the population. In order for the

infection to be present in the population as a whole, connections must exist between the

core group and the rest of the population The degree of mixing between the core and

non-core will have a profound impact on the pattern and the spread of infection.

Core group members who mix with the portion of the population with low sexual partner

number (i.e' one) would result in frequent transmission termination events and potentially

a low R. for the population as a whole. Core group members who mix with individuals

who have moderate numbers of sexual partners, would elevate R.. The scenario where

core and non-core group members mix is an example of dissortative mixing. A third

scenario where core members mix exclusively amongst themselves can create a high R.

within the core but relatively tittle disease outside that group. This situation, where

individuals in a certain group mix only with people in that same group, is refened to as

assortative mixing. The extent and rate of spread of the infection through the population

is a consequence of the mixing behaviors exhibited within a¡rd between the groups

(Anderson, 1992; Gupta et a1.,1989).

Anderson and Garnett (2000) used mathematical models to assess the

sexual mixing between core and non-core groups. They used previously

significance of

published data
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Anderson and Garnett (2000) used mathematical models to assess the significance of

sexual mixing between core and non-core groups. They used previously published data

from contact tracing studies in which core groups \¡/ere defined by area of residence (i.e.

high levels of gonorrhea infection) to derive estimates of the degree of mixing within and

between groups. Their results revealed high within-group mixing in the core, which

suggests that within group transmission ensures the persistence of gonococcal infection in

the community. Therefore, by identifying behavioral patterns of core group members, the

degree of infections found within a population can be explained.

Bridge individuals may be critical for mixing between groups. Morris (1996)

demonstrated this concept in Thailand, where young men and women and truck drivers,

were responsible for linking high risk core groups with non-core groups. This can lead to

a rapid increase in infections, followed by spread of the disease throughout the

population. Morris (1996) and other authors (Kretzchmer et al, 1996) suggest that bridge

individuals and core group members should be considered essential target groups for

prevention strategies.

Although it is clear that core groups appear to have a disproportionate influence on

disease maintenance and transmissior¡ questions still remain. What portions of the

population will be part of a core group and how can these individuals be identified for

STD prevention efforts? It is evident that only a small segment of the population contains

critical threshold rates to sustain infections in a population. This segment of the
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STDs in a community and are the sites from which infections in the community originate.

Such networks are termed core groups and by theory only within the core gïoup are

productive chains of infection maintained. Infections can enter and exit the core into

adjacent populations, however, these infections ultimately terminate within the adjacent

populations. Therefore, it is the existence of core gïoups within communities which are

responsible for endemic persistence of an STD.

1.3.1 Core groups in Manítobø

As noted by Brunham when explaining the core group theory, a high rate of sex partner

change is a key behavioral factor in maintaining high STD rates @runham, lggT). In

Manitoba there appears to be geographic segmentation of core gïoups. High STD rates

tend to cluster in two main geographic locales: the northem rural section of the province

and the downtown core area of the largest city in the province, Winnipeg. Both of these

are¿ls are charactenzed by high unemployment rates, a disproportionate number of young

people, first nations people, and single parent families, racial, ethnic and cultural

diversity, language barriers and high amounts of migration @lanchard, l99g).

Blanchard et al (1998) described and compared the transmission dynamics of chlamydia

and gonorrhea in V/innipeg, and assessed these implications for control programs. In

response to a control program implemented in 1970's and mid 1980's for gonorrhea and

chlamydia, respectively, incidence levels and transmission dynamics changed over time.

Both organisms were present within core areas of the province, defined geographically.

Chlamydia became more core dependent with higher proportions of individuals reporting
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chlamydia, respectively, incidence levels and transmission dynamics changed over time.

Both organisms were present within core areas of the province, defined geographically.

Chlamydia became more core dependent with higher proportions of individuals reporting

contact with at least one core member. For gonorrhea, infections declined evenly among

the core and the non-core segment of the population with a decline in the proportions of

individuals reporting contact with a core member. Therefore, these authors enhance the

notion that control efforts should respond to changes in the epidemiology of STDs caused

by the effects of a control program. Core groups are an essential point of intervention as

chlamydial infections should be targeted through these core groups. Gonorrhea

prevention efforts should also focus on core groups; however, if incidence levels continue

to decrease and geographic segmentation continues, it will be difficult to target gonorrhea

infections through the core groups. Intervention can then be assessed to intemrpt the

spread of infection within specific sexual networks rather than specific geographic areas.

Social networks and STD epidemiolory

Several recent papers have suggested a paradigm shift is occurring in STD epidemiology

(Aral, 1999; Wasserheit and Aral, 1996). As noted earlier, many investigations into STD

epidemiology are moving beyond the individual to encompass population - level

approaches. This shift to a more direct focus on the social context of individuals is

encapsulated by the seminal paper by'Wasserheit and Aral (1996). These authors have

outlined STD transmission within the context of social networks.

1.4
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cultural groups. Measures can also be made of the extent of concurrency and the average

level of risk engaged in by members of a network. This perspective has the potential to

fruther our understanding of STD epidemics and contribute to the development of more

effective targeted control shategies. This section witl provide background on social

network concepts.

The new paradigm calls for consideration of an individual's risk environment, as opposed

to a focus on an individual's risk behaviors. The concept is based on the idea that the

significance of an individual's risk behaviors are increased or decreased depending on the

infection status and behaviors of the people with whom they interact (i.e. a risk

environment). This set of interactions, in conjunction with other types of personal

interactions, def,rnes a person's social and sexual network.

A network can be defined as a compilation of nodes that are all connected together,

directly or indirectly,by a common connection. A component is referred to as a distinct

subset of a larger network. The nodes may represent people, groups, events or other units

corurected by a relationship (Klovdahl, 1935). Links between the nodes are referred to as

ties, arcs or edges and define the relationship between the nodes (Scott, 199I). Links can

be such things as roles (student, co-worker, executive); cognitive relationships (love,

hate, friendship); active relationships (sexual, monetary); or geographic relationships.

Social networks can represent an array of relationships and therefore can be applied to

any form of social analysis. To generate a sexual nefwork, the nodes represent people,
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and the links represent sexual contact. Figure 1.2 represents a visual depiction of a

network of six people.

'.-- --t--- \3- 4- 5- 6

-/-'2 '-'

Figure 1.2: Network consisting of six members derived from the adjacency matrix
depicted below.

The following illushates this network in the form of an adjacency matrix.
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There are six people that make up the network and the connections linking them together

are embedded within the matrix. A I indicates a direct connection between those persons

in the network while a 0 indicates that two nodes are not directly corurected.

Two types of networks can be analyzed. The first is termed an egocentric, or personal

network (Figure 1.3). An egocentric network consists of a single person, those persons

who are in direct contact with that person, and the social relationship that links these

people together.

Figure 1.3: Egocentric or personal network where information is generated for person x
only. Here, person x has four direct corurections

The second type of network is termed a sociometric network and refers to a larger set of

individuals within a particular population and their connecting links. Figure 1.4 places the

egocentric network of person X within the context of a larger sociometric network. In this

example, a consideration of the sociometric network serves to highlight the central role

person X plays in connecting two separate groups ofpeople.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of the social network for person x and their personal network
shown in figure 1.3. A social nefwork encomp¿ßses more contextual information than a
personal network.

The framework for social network analysis was built in the 1930's by a sociologist who

was interested in measuring interpersonal relationships within groups of individuals

@erkowitz, 1982). In the 1950's, the branch of mathematics known as graph theory

provided powerful tools for analyzing the properties of networks (Harary et al., 1953;

Berkowitz, 1982).

In the early 1980's, Auerbach et al (19S4) published results of an intensive investigation

of individuals who were infected with HfV even before researchers knew they were

dealing with a virus, and illustrated the potential application of network analysis for the

investigation of infectious disease transmission. These results helped to establish the

infectious nature of HlV, and demonstrated that the infected individuals were not just

connected by chance. Using the same dat4 Klovd,ahl et at. (1985) took a few steps
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forward to demonstrate the usefulness for epidemiology of explicitly conceptu alizing

human populations in network terms. Klovdahl showed how the inconsistent temporal

oqiSet of disease between parhrerships within networks lead to assumptions of more thanI

one point of entry for infection and that possibly more than one strain of the infectious

agent was involved. The results from this sfudy was the template for more intense

network analysis in the study of STD epidemiology.

1.4.1 Socíøl network concepts

Using the network from figure 1.4 several network measures currently used in describing

social networks can be defined. If two people are directly joined together, they are said

to be adjacent to one another. The number of persons directly connected to a given

individual is called the degree for that individual. For example, person I has a degree of 5

while person 2has a degree of 3. A path refers to the lines that connect an individual to

any other one while the length of a path is measured by the number of lines connecting

those individuals. A component (frequently called a "network') refers to a group of

people who are all directly or indirectly linked to one another by a known relationship.

The distance between two people is the length of the shortest path which connects them.

For example, person 5 and person 6, are only connected indirectly via person 2, therefore,

person 5 has a distance of2 from person 6.

The density of a network refers to the actual number of connections between the points,

relative to the maximum number of connections that could exist within that network.

Density values can range in value from 0 to 1 (The density for the network in figure 1.4 is
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0.17). Centrality measures reflect the potential importance of an individual within a

network. A person is locally central if they have a large number of direct connections to

others in the network. A person can be globally central when they have a position of

strategic significance in the overall structure of the network. A globally central person is

positioned at a short distance from many other points in the network and depending on

infectious status or closeness to an infectior¡ that person can be influential in causing

rapid transmission. A locally central individual is one that has a high number of partners,

however, only a few have more than one partner that branches out into a larger network.

Locally, that individual is critical in disease transmission to their direct contacts. Looking

at the network as a whole, however, that individual does not pose a high risk for disease

transmission. Betweeness measures the extent to which a particular point lies 'between'

the various points in the graph. People who are centrally located, or are between alarge

number of other people can greatly influence the dissemination of disease.

Overall measures of size, shape and structure of networks are very useful in network

analysis. Networks can be large or small, linear, branched or radial, and consist of dense

or sparse connections (Figure 1.5). The degree of these measures effects transmission

dynamics throughout a population. A person who connects individuals who are part of

different subgroups within a network, are referred to as bridges. For example, bridge

individuals may have one contact who lives in a high risk area, and another contact who

lives in a low risk area, or they may link individuals who are within different age groups.

(Everette, T973).In figure 1.6, person 5 links two densely connected subgroups together.
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Figure 1.5: Structural features of networks. A) radial network, B) linear network, C)
branched network. Each structure has their own relevance to network analysis.

1- 2- 5- 6- 8_ sl\l l\,/
Iig* 1.6: Example of a bridged network. Person 5 links individuals 1,2,3, and. 4 to
individuals 6,7,8,9 and 10. Removingperson 5 will createtwo separate components.
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Within a single network, nested subgroups of closely tied individuals can be present

(Figure 1.7). Ak-core is the number of people with k contacts who are connected to each

other- For example, a 3k core is identified as a group of connected individuals with no

less than a degree of three. A clique is a subset of people in which every possible pair of

people are directly connected. A 3-plex is identified as three people corurected in a row.

2- 3- 6

z"\L><]
a) b)

1271

c)

Figure 1.7: Social network measures used to study patterns of network structure and
disease transmission. This figure shows a network with tlree distinct types of subgroups.
For the subgroups above, each respective letter represents a 3k-core (ajj cüque of size 4
(b), and 3-plex (c).

Sociometric data permits calculation of network measures for purposes of identiffing

persons with important roles in a nefwork. Identification and charactenzation of core

groups has been a critical turning point in STD epidemiology. They have served as the

foundation for the way networks function in the spread of disease throughout a

population @runham, 1997; Rothenberg et al., 1996). There has been increasing

attention devoted to the role of uninfected members within networks, and how core

members mix with non-core members (Atal et al., 1999; Sattenspiel , lgBT). Defining
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core group structure has lead to an explanation regarding population network structure

and interconnectedness of ìndividuals in a given population (Rosenberg et al., 1999;

Thomas and Tucker, 1996). Densely connected segments of a network suggest a higher

probabilify that disease will spread quickly through these segments. Network measures

can provide insight into persons heavily involved in maintenance and spread of infection,

based on network position. Therefore, network analysis is used to analyzethe parameters

that influence pathogen transmission dynamics, as well as a tool for providing essential

information for the development of prevention and control programs. The next three

sections will review the influence of network structure, temporal changes within

networks, and mixing patterns between individuals on STD transmission dynamics.

1.4.2 Structare of networks

Several studies have highlighted the importance of network skucture in relation to

transmission dynamics for STDs. A landmark study conducted in Colorado Springs was

one of the first and largest studies to focus on the transmission of HIV with respect to

network analysis. Study participants recruited included CSWs, injecting drug users GDg)

and their associates. More then 600 individuals were found to be connected to one

another, with each individual in the network being only three steps from an HIV infected

individual (Klovdahl et a1.,1994; Rothenberg et ø1., :-9g5). These authors were the first

to demonstrate the abitity to construct and use network analysis in studying STD

transmission dynamics in a population @othenb erg,1995).
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Descriptive analysis of networks also has direct implications for disease control. Sexual

networks are not isolated iretworks that exist separately as a sub-component of the

general population. A key issue in STD spread is the occurrence of bridging between

networks such that low risk networks (on average having low partner numbers and low

risk behaviors) are connected to high risk networks causing movement of infections

beyond the two types of networks. A critical point for intervention is the small set of

individuals who bridge the different networks.

Morris et al (1996) provided evidence on the importance of bridge populations in

Thailand. Sexual network data was used to identify men who had sex with both CSW and

non-CSW. Twenty-five percent of these men were found to be truck drivers. They were

more likely to be HfV positive, have had at least one prior STD in the past year, be young

in age and exposed to more female contacts than wives. The CSW reported less condom

use than non-CSW. They concluded that bridge populations may be as important to

identify as core groups due to their connecting different sub-populations.

Similarly, Calzavara et al. (1999) identified bridge individuals amongst aboriginal

populations in Ontario. These authors found a high degree of geographic bridging

amongst some aboriginal individuals. Approximately half of the study participants

reported having partners only within the same community, while ZlYø reported having

contacts both within and outside of their community. These latter individuals had more

sexual partners and serve as sexual bridges between communities, possibly providing

pathways for the transmission of HIV through this population. The pattern of sexual
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partnering reported in this study, suggests that if the pool of infection among the partners

from an outside community increases, HIV will spread rapidly within and across

communities.

Several studies have focused on the risk of infection based on the position of individuals

within a network and parhrer choice within and between networks. Friedman et al (1997)

identified groups of tightly tinked individuals at the center of drug sharing networks, who

were at a higher risk of becoming infected with HIV, and who engaged in a wide range of

high risk behaviors compared to other network members. The seronegative individuals in

this group were at a higher risk of serconversion than individuals in peripheral sections of

the network, based on their highly connected position within the network. These authors

note that if HIV infection were to enter this tightly linked subgroup, their position within

the network would provide an opporfunity for rapid transmission of HIV outwards toward

many peripheral nefwork members.

In Colorado Springs, Woodhous e et al (1994) studied prostitutes and IDU's, and their

risk for HIV based on the interconnectedness of these individuals within networks. One

large component was identified containing 3658 connected individuals. There were 19

reported HIV infections in the population of which 11 were identified within this large

component. The HIV positive cases in the component were confined to a less

interconnected group practicing low risk sexual behavior. This aspect of the network

suggests that the isolated positions of HIV positive individuals may serve as a barrier to

HIV transmission in this region. Therefore, as opposed to finding a sifuation of epidemic
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spread of infections, network analysis can demonstrate the failure of an infectious agent

to propagate in certain popuiations with a specific social structure.

Latkin (1993) found that increased network size was associated with multiple partners for

males and exchanging money and drugs for sex, while network density was inversely

associated with exchanging money and drugs for sex. These findings are concordant with

the social opporrunity hypothesis and the social integration hypothesis, respectivety. The

former theory states that larger personal networks may allow for the opportunity to meet

more potential partners, while the latter theory states that persons who are less integrated

in the network may be less intimate with other network members, and hence more easily

purchase sex in place of a supportive network.

Rosenberg (L999) applied the core group concept to identiff syphilis core groupf

members in Louisiana. Forty two percent of contacts (and with low numbers of partners)

were connected directly or indirectly to a core group member. An individual was

identified âs a core group member if the individual was 1) a female who a) received

money or drugs for sex or b) had more than or equal to five sexual parfners and2) a male

who had more than or equal to five sex parfners. The network that maintained syphilis

infections in this community was comprised of many persons with relatively small

numbers of partners, but linked closely to core transmitters. These contacts also exhibited

moderate drug use risk behaviors. These characteristics put the whole network at high

risk for syphilis with the potential to elevate network members risk of infection.
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In summary, several nefwork characteristics have been shown to affect the transmission

dynamics of STDs throughout a population. Individuals that bridge populations, such as

migrant workers or CSWs, and between different ethnic groups, result in increased

spread within these groups, as well as within the groups which they bridge. Increased

network density as found in core g[oups and tightly knit networks generates a structure

with higher potential of disease spread, in addition, larger nefworks increase risk of

disease hansmission, where there is an increased potential to meet ne\¡/ sexual parfners.

By identiffing and targeting these characteristics, prevention progïams have the potential

to effectively decrease the rate of transmission among infected populations.

1.4.3 Temporal changes in networks

Various epidemic patterns can be explained by network effects over time. Epidemics with

multiple peaks can result as an infectious agent jutnps from one distinct network to

another. Each jump, followed by rapid spread in that network, coincides with a respective

peak in case numbers. The extent to which an infection spreads throughout a network

depends on sexual behaviors of the individuals within that network. Over time, these

sexual behaviors can change such that more sexual links exist to bridge populations

together, resulting in epidemic peaks in the bridged populations. Temporal aspects of

partnerships within a network can also affect incidence such that concurrent parhrerships

within networks result in faster spread of infections. This next section will detail studies

that have revealed important issues in network change over time, and issues relevant to

the development ofprevention and control strategies.
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Monitoring network stability can help to explain the social structure of networks.

Hoffrnan (1gg7) discovered in some networks of IDU's, significant movement of

individuals in and out of networks over time. Some networks were consistently the same

size but with new members. This was fett to be due to the need to maintain a constant

network number so enough money was available to buy drugs. This, presumably, is most

coÍlmon amongst poorer IDUs who have little income. The end result is that risk in this

group would be high because of the constant, potential for needle sharing with new

members.

Potterat et al. (1999) used conclurency, a network measure of overlapping parfnerships,

as a predictor of disease transmission for chlamydia in Colorado Springs. This study

revealed how infections can spread through segments of the population with high rates of

concurrent partnerships because they lead to larger groups ofpeople connected at any one

time through chains of sexual partnerships. Concurrency was also shown to be a better

predictor of infection than some other measures such as partner number and mixing

between ethnic groups. These findings have important public health implications for STD

control.

Microstructures was the main network characteristic implicated in an increased syphilis

transmission in Atlanta (Rothenbery, 1998). A network infected with syphilis was

monitored for over a yeffi and revealed a dramatic change in network strucfure.

Microstructures such as n- cliques, k-plexes and k-cores increased in number over time

and indicated an increased potential for transmission. The changing configurations
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identified in this study and in the literature discussed above, are likely to assist disease

transmission and also provide a basis for tying progïam intervention activity to declining

transmission. Routine assessment of networks can be used as a surveillance tool for

providing waming of epidemiologic changes that may increase incidence.

1.4.4 Mixíng pøtterns ín networks

Social network analysis has been used to study several different concepts in STD

research. Based on sections 1.3 and 1.4, social network analysis focuses on the

connections between people within the population and the influence their connections

have on the spread of STD's. Various authors have noted that network structure is

maintained by three variables: 1) The mean parhrer number per person per unit of time,2)

the duration of the parfirerships and 3) the distribution of partnerships over the

population. The latter point relates to mixing pattems occurring between and among

subgroups within the population. Several publications suggest that mixing across

subpopulations contributes to the spread of STDs in the population (Gorbach et a1.,2000;

Morris et a1.,1996; Havanon et a1.,1993).

STDs follow routes of sexual contact, and the incidence and pattern of their transmission

depends on who has sex with whom (Anderson et a1.,1990; Anderson et al.,l99l;Ellen

et a1.,1997). Anderson and May (199t2) state that "... most sexually transmitted diseases

cannot be understood without acknowledging the marked heterogeneity in the degrees of

sexual activity within the overall population". IVithin the concept of mixing, infections

may spread from high incidence to low incidence, through links befween individual
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members or indirectly through bridge populations. Mixing patterns can also help to

define the risks faced by specific individuals.

Aral et al. (1999) computed mixing patterns to determine the risk of infection based on

characteristics of the study participants. These authors measured mixing patterns between

partnerships in terms of race/ethnicity, age, education and numbers of parhrers. Within

these categories, dissortative mixing predominated and was associated with significant

risk of gonorrhea and chlamydia infections spreading throughout different segments of

the population. Mixing pattems based on geographic location revealed that individuals

residing in areas with low levels of infection showed assortative mixing. These

individuals were mainly infected with chlamydia. Individuals residing in areas of low

levels of infection with dissortative mixing to high prevalence populations were mainly

infected with gonorrhea. This study demonstrates how mixing patterns within defined

populations can influence the risk of infection. Dissortative mixing across age, sexual

activity class, and geographic locations allows the potential for infections to spread from

one grollp to another, placing individuals seen as low risk at an actually high risk.

Other authors have analyzed mixing patterns of spatial sexual mixing, or mixing pattems

between individuals in different geographic locations (Ellen, l997;Rothenberg, 19g3;

Potterat, 1985). In Upstate New York, Rothenberg evaluated STD pattems based on

incidence levels in definable geographic ¿Lreas. Gonorrhea incidence was neither

uniformly nor randomly dishibuted among this population, but rather exhibited

geographic clustering. The majority of infections occurred in the cenhal segment of the
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region, or the core area. This core area was surrounded by geographic areas with smaller

incidence levels, or adjacent areas. Encompassing these locations, were areas with the

least amount of infections, or peripheral areas. An interesting finding was that these core

areas were chanctenzed as inner city, high- poverty are¿Ìs, with high population density,

as compared to the other areas. ln addition, the core areas also had a 2To/oprevalence rate,

sufficient to sustain infections in the geographic core segment, as well as the rest of the

population. In conclusion, analyzing infection rates geographically served to be highly

relevant to identi$r populations with geographic clustering and to focus on individuals

important in maintaining high STD rates. These observations provide an opporrunity to

narrow the focusing of epidemiological resources, as a major disease control strategy.

Service and Blower (1995) analyzed sexual mixing pattems with relation to risk of HIV

infection. These authors found that a critical variable for assessing infection risk was

based on the age group with whom an individual mixed. Seropositive and seronegative

individuals had different age-stratified sexual mixing patterns. Seronegative persons were

more likely to have had sex with men under the age of 30, while seropositive individuals

were more likely to have had sex with men over the age of 30. This association was

independent of the number of partners each case had. Young gay men who mixed with

individuals in their own age group, had a low risk of seroconversion, while gay men who

chose older partners (>30) were at high risk of serconversion. In this population, older

aged males were more likely to be infected with HfV. These results suggest that STD

control efforts should target age groups with high STD rates, as well as the individuals

they are most likely to choose as sexual partners.
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Haraldsdottit et al (1992) generated mixing matrices derived from sexual nefwork data.

Within a homosexual popuiation in lceland, these authors attempted to demonstrate the

influence of sexual partner mixing with respect to sexual activity class on the spread of

HfV. Data revealed an overall pattern of dissortative mixing, where persons with high

numbers of partners typically mix with individuals who have low numbers of parbrers.

Individuals with high numbers of partners are at an increased risk of acquiring HfV. As

mixing occurs between these two gïoups, infections can readily spread to groups of

individuals with low numbers of partners, contributing to the spread of HIV. Compared

to mathematical models for assortative and proportionate mixing, results from this study

suggested the epidemic in this population would reach a greater magnitude, but with a

slow initial start.

Ethnicity mixing may be important to STD transmission. Ethnic factors may act as a

barrier to STDs in that different ethnic groups may be separated by geography, language,

social class, social customs and prejudice. Once ethnic barriers are lessened, transmission

of STDs across ethnic groups could increase (Catania, 1996). In the Unites States,

African Americans, and to a lesser extent Hispanics, experience higher rates of STDs

than other ethnic groups. In Manitoba, analogous situations occur within the aboriginal

population (On et al, 1994). There is no known biological reason for these findings,

suggesting that ethnicity must be a marker for other determinants of health status such as

poverfy, access to health care, or drug use (Lauman, 1999). Using network analysis,

Lauman (1999) has provided an explanation for this phenomenon. They found that

dissortative mixing occurred between low risk and high risk African Americans. Low risk
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1.5

(based on number of parhrers) African Americans were five times more likely to choose

high risk African American partners than Caucasians or Hispanics. This factor elevated

the overall incidence rates experienced in this population compared to other ethnic groups

whose mixing trends tend to be assortative (low risk with low risk, high risk with high

risk). kr addition, the limited sexual mixing befween eAir* American and other ethnic

$oups contributes to the isolation of sTDs within this population.

Molecular Epidemiology

The use of molecular typing in conjunction with network analysis has been suggested as a

novel approach to further increase our understanding of STD epidemiology (Day 1ggg,

Hesse 1995). Combining these two approaches may demonstrate whether a proposed

transmission route between a pair of infected parbrers based on epidemiologic data,

accurately reflects the underlying transmission pattem of an STD through a population.

Additionally, molecular data may reveal unknown or undisclosed sexual partners @ay

1994). This discussion will focus only on bacterial STDs, as they are most relevant to the

research described in this thesis. Due to the lengthy incubation period of some viral

STDs, such as HIV, the link between molecular epidemiology and sexual network data is

much more complex. Also viral mutation rates are frequently much higher than bacterial

mutation rates and therefore molecular analysis of viral STDs in a network context is,

again,more complex.
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Several studies have focussed on the molecular epidemiology of N. gonothea within

social networks. Older phenotypic techniques for gonococcal typing (auxotyping and

serotyping) have not proved sufficiently discriminatory, however (Catlin 1973, Knapp

1934) opa-lyping has achieved high levels of discrimination and data to date suggests

that individual genotypes are unique, unless part of a transmission chain (Ison 1998,

O'Rourke M 1995).

Ward et al (1996) obtained interview and opa-typing data on 215 cases of gonorrhea

from two UK clinics in London and Sheffield. h London, opa-typingresults revealed a

small number of epidemiologically linked individuals and opa clusters, suggesting a

highly diverse, transient, and generally unlinked network. A different result was observed

in Sheffield. Opa-tryping data for this region was highly correlated to epidemiologic data

and did not exhibit high diversity of opa-types suggesting that this region was more

densely connected and less transient compared to sexual networks in London. In both

cases, there was a strong correlation between opa-typing and epidemiologic data

suggesting that combining methods is advantageous in identiffing real sexual links.

Another study in Sheffield for gonorrhea-infected individuals also incorporated social

and genetic techniques (Day, 1993). Social or genetic data alone did not yield as detailed

a network as that produced using both techniques together. Microbiological results were

able to confirm linkages, but, for discordant linkages, suggested where more detailed

social analysis was neccessary. Incorporating social data, such as places where infected

persons would normally socialize and meet new people, was helpful in extending
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possible sexual connections. This information revealed that many of the infected

individuals had met at a common bar in their community. Their gonorrhea genotypic

profiles were highly diverse suggesting many unidentified links. Targeting areas of

socialization may prove valuable for intemrpting chains of transmission in this

community.

Molecular epidemiology using C. trachomal¿s strains is achieved by genotyping the

predominant antigen that defines individual serova¡s. This antigen, called the major outer

membrane protein (MOI/P), consists of five domains alternating with four variable

domains (Stephens 1987, Yuan 1989). These four variable domains are the basis of

serovar assignment, traditionally conducted through serological methods. Newer

molecular approaches (nucleotide sequencing analysis) have provided even greater

discrimination by identi$ing serovar subtypes (see chapter 3 for further discussion of

these techniques).

To date, molecular epidemiology studies for genital infections by C. trachomatis within

networks have been limited to pairs of sexual partners (Quirur, 1996). Fifteen couples

were enrolled in this study. Serovar typing of epidemiologically-linked infected people

revealed identical types within a parfnership, veriffing the use of these techniques for

chlamydia. In our study, we will expand this approach by conducting molecular

epidemiology studies of C. trachomatis within large networks.
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1.6 Research Goals

The goals of this research are to demonshate the ability to generate sexual networks from

contact hacing data, to describe the molecular epidemiology of C. trachomatis within the

context of sexual networks and to describe the demographic, geographic, and behavioral

patterns found within sexual networks in Manitoba.

This study is intended to act as a starting point for the application of sexual network

analysis to STDs in Manitoba. The findings of this study will identiff future research

priorities and will potentially provide data necessary to develop new targeted STD

control programs in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 sTD control in Manitoba and data source for sexual network generation

In 1987, a selective screening progrÍrm for C. trachomatis was initiated in Manitoba. This

program recommended the screening of women who had multiple sex parhrers or recent

history of or exposure to, an STD, and for women undergoing therapeutic abortion or

infrauterine device insertion. In Manitoba, STDs are diagnosed and treated by primary

care providers, including physicians and nurses practicing in medical clinics and

hospitals, and nurses employed by Health Canada, Medical services Branch, in Health

centres on First Nation reserves. All chlamydia and gonorrhea cases identified in the

province by both primary care givers and laboratories are required to be reported to

Manitoba Communicable Disease Control (MCDC) Unit. Once these cases have been

identified and reported, the primary care givers may also interview clients for information

on sex partners and complete the management of these sex parhrers. In addition, case

interview and contact notification could be accomplished by public health nurses

employed by either the City of V/innipeg, the province of Manitoba, or Medical Services

Branch, Health Canada depending on the client's jwisdiction. Information on cases and

their contacts are entered into the STD surveillance database of the MCDC unit.

Demographic information is included in this database for all cases and includes age,

gender, geographic residence, aboriginal status, known alias, dates of diagnoses, and

pathogen identified. A second contact database is maintained which contains the names
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2.2

of the sexual partners of infected c¿rses, nominal information on the case who named

them, contact birth date, gender, address and whether the contact was located, tested and

treated, the dates during which exposwe took place, and the disease to which the contact

was exposed. This database provides a provincial overview of chlamydia and gonorrhea

infection and transmission in Manitoba and allowed for the generation of the networks

used for the present study.

Data Management

For the pu{pose of this study, a 6 month block of data was used from the case and contact

STD registry from November, 1997 toMay 1998. In addition , datafor three prior months

were obtained from August, 1997 to October, 1997 in order to include contacts entered

into the database after November but named by cases prior to that time. V/ithin this

database, there would be individuals who were named multiple times, but who could

have provided slightly different nominal information each time they were contacted. For

this reason an algorithm was devised in order to resolve this issue. Records were

considered to belong to the same individual if the first and last names (or alias) matched

exactly and a) two of the three components of the birth date (day, month, year) were

identical or b) month and day were identical but reversed, or c) address including house

or apartment number were identical. On occasion, if an individual's first name was

shortened or last name was spelled differently, they were also considered to be the same

person if one of the above criteria (a,b,c) held.
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Manitoba Sexual Network construction

Once the data management was completed and multiple records had been verified as

belonging to the same individual, unique numerical identifiers of 5 or 6 digits were

assigned to contacts and cases, respectively. A new spreadsheet file was created which

included these unique numbers and was formatted as a line-listing of all pairs of

corurected cases and contacts. This was then entered into PAJEK @atagelj, 1998), a

social nefwork analysis program capable of identi$ring direct and indirect connections

between all of the individuals in the dataset. From the original STD database from the

MCDC unit, the demographic data retained included an individual's gender, d,ate of birth,

infection status, and geographic residence. Geographic residence for individuals outside

V/innipeg was identified as a city, town or First Nation Reserve. For addresses that were

within the city limits of Winnipeg, postal codes were used to provide a finer breakdown

of network connections between different parts of the city.

2.4 Specimen Collection and DNA extraction

During the time of this study, Cadham Provincial Lab was conducting approximately

60,000 diagnostic tests per year for chlamydia and gonorrhea. This accounts for

approximately 94% of the annual chlamydia and gonorrhea testing performed in the

province. Diagnostic tests utilized at this time were Chlamydia4rme (Abbott

Laboratories) and Gonorrhea PACE 2 (GenProbe). Corresponding to the six month time

frame of information collected from the MCDC database, all of the positive

2.3
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Ch1'anydiazyme specimens identified at CPL were retained and frozen at -20 C.

Specimens were removed from storage as required for DNA extraction and nucleotide

sequence analysis.

DNA extraction was done using QIAamp DNA minikits (Qiagen, Inc., Mississauga, ON)

according to the manufacturer's instructions. For each extraction, 50 pl of specimen was

used. In some cases, urine specimens were available for extraction rather then a

Chlamydiazyme swab specimen. In these instances, 50 pl of urine was used and treated

in an identical manner as the Chlamydia4rme swab specimens. The extracted. DNA was

resuspended in 50 ¡rl of sterile distilled HzO and stored at -20"C until DNA was required

for PCR.

PCR amplification

PCR was conducted to isolate the ompl gene of C. trachomatís which encodes the major

outer membrane protein. PCR and sequencing primers have been previously described

(Yuan et a1.,1989) and are listed in table 2.1. Primers were obtained from the Regional

DNA synthesis Laboratory, University of Calgary, Alberta. For the initial PCR reaction,

primers labeled CTI and CT2 were used to ampliff a ll42 bp fragment containing all

four variable domain s of ompl Nested PCR using internal primers CT3 and CT4

amplified a879 bp fragment.

2.5
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Table 2.1: Summary of primers used for PCR amplification and DNA sequencing of
the C. trachomatis ompl gene. All sequences are 5' to 3'.

Primer Primer sequence Strand Nucleotide position

CTl

CT2

CT3

CT4

CT6

CT7

GCCGCTTTGAGTTCTGCTTCCTC

ATTTACGTGAGCAGCTCTCTCAT

TGACTTTGTTTTCGACC GTGTTTT

CC GCAAGATTTTCTAGATTTCATCTTGT

CTT(GT)A(TC)TTTAGGTTTAGATTGAGC

CCTTACATTGGAGTTAATGGC

Sense

Antisense

Sense

Antisense

Antisense

Sense

34-56

tt45-1r67

199-216

t048-t076

649-673

859-88 1

For the PCR reaction, 100 pl of the reaction mixture contained 30 pmol of a given

primer, 0.2 mM dNTP's, 10 pl of DyNaZymetM EXT optimized buffer (MJ research,

Waltham,Nc), 1.5 mM MgClz, ñrd 2.5 units of DyNAzyme EXT DNA polymerase. The

initial PCR reaction contained 5 pl of extracted Chlamydraryme (or urine) DNA. Nested

PCR was accomplished by using 0.5-2 ¡tl of the initial PCR reaction mix. For the initial

PCR, the first round of PCR consisted of heating the mixture at 95"C for 7 minutes

followed by 9 cycles of denaturation (95oC, 1 min), annealing (60.C, I min) and

extension (72"C, 1.5 min), and an additional 24 cycles with the annealing temperature

reduced to 55oC. Conditions were the same for the nested PCR however the number of

cycles for the latter part of the program was increased from 24 to 30. Final PCR products

were stored at - 20oC until needed for precipitation.
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2.6

PCR products were purified by ethanol precipitation. Fifty ¡rl of PCR reaction was added

to L25 yú of 95o/o ethanol and one pl of 3M sodium acetate, pH 3.5. The mixture was left

at room temperature for 15 minutes followed by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 20

minutes. Supernatants were removed and 500 prl of 70% E,bOH was added and

centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 minutes. Following the removal of the supernatants, the

pellets were air dried and resuspended in 500 prl of dH20 and stored at - 20"C until needed

for nucleotide sequencing reactions.

Nucleotide sequencing analysis

Sequencing reactions were carried out with purified PCR products using BigDyerM

Terminators cycle sequencing kits (Applied biosystems, Foster City, CA). The

sequencing reaction contained 1-3 ng of template, 1.6 pmol of primer, 2 ¡rl of 5X dilution

buffer, 2 ¡rl of Big Dy.tt termination and water to a final volume of 10 pl. DNA labeling

was conducted using a Perkin Elmer GeneAmp 9600 PCR system (Perkin Elmer,

BranchBurg, NJ). Thermocycling conditions were 96oC for 10 seconds, 50oC for 5

seconds, and 60oC for 4 mins, for a total of 25 cycles. Labeled products underwent

ethanol precipitation as outlined above. The final purified DNA was resuspended in 15 pl

of Template Suppressor Reagent (TSR) and denatured at 95oC for 5 mins.

Prepared specimens were loaded on an ABI genetic analyzer 310 (Applied Biosystems,

Foster City, CA). Each sequencing reaction was conducted under the Big Dy"t*

terminator, rapid sequencing chemistry using Performance Optimized Polymer (POP-6),
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lX sequencing buffer, and 47cmX 50 pm capillary. Primers CT3 and CT7 were used for

forward sequencing reactions, while CT4 and CT6 were used for sequencing in the

reverse direction. Comparison of ompl sequences was conducted with ALIGN pLUS

(Scientific and Educational Software, Durham, NC). Reverse sequencing was only

ca:ried out ifpotential mutations were identified in the forward direction.

Traditional serotyping identifies distinct serovars of C. trachomatis (designated A-L)

based on amino acid variability in the externally exposed, variable domains (VD) of the

major outer membrane protein (MOMP). Sequence analysis of the ompl gene, encoding

the MOMP protein, from each distinct serovar has identified the corresponding

differences in the nucleotide sequence of the VDs of the gene (yuan et al. 19g9).

Chlamydia genotypes based on sequence analysis are assigned using the same leffer

designation as that used for serovar status. 'We used the ompl VD DNA sequences

reported by Yuan et al. (1989) as prototype strains. If DNA sequence variants were

identified they were assigned sub-genotype status by identifying the prototype sequence

with the highest degree of homology and designating the isolate with a numerical

subscript (e.g.Dr, Dz, D¡).

2.7 Statistical AnalysÍs

Univariate analyses was conducted for charactenzation of the study population based on

age, gender, partner number, risk area and transmission success. In addition, closeness
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and betweeness values, both network measures derived from UCINET, were calculated

for cases within networks.'Univariate analyses were also carried out for comparisons

between chlamydia genotypes (common vs. rare) and network concordancy (with respect

to chlamydia genotypes present) with demographic and network characteristics.

Descriptive analyses (chi-square and Kruskcal-Wallis) were used to identi$r associations

between the variables described above @pi Info v. 6.01, 1996 O Centers for disease

control, Atlanta Ga).

Mixing matrices were computed by cross classifyrng each partnership by a characteristic

of the study participant and the corresponding characteristic of the partner as reported by

the study participant. The counts were then converted to proportions by dividing by the

total row. To evaluate the degree of assortative (like with like) vs. dissortative (like with

unlike) mixing in each matrix, we computed the Q statistic. The formula for Q is (IiP¡-

1) / (n-1) where P¡ is the diagonal elements of the mixing matrix. If study participants

choose their partners at random, then Q would be zero. Negative values of Q indicate

dissortative mixing while positive values indicate assortative mixing.

Linear regressions v/ere computed for comparison of component size vs. 3-plex number

against positivity to determine if one model is a better predictor than the other. For this

analysis, components of size two were not entered as they do not contain any 3-plex

structures. For each component, data was entered for size, number of 3-plexes and the

number of positive cases identified. JMP IN (v. 3.0, @ SAS Institute inc.) statistical

package was used to carr¡r out the linear regressions.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCORDANCYBETWEEN MOLECULAR AND SOCIAL DATA

(This chapter is an excerpt of a paper written for submÍssion to a scientific journal)

3.1 Introduction

In this section, we present an analysis tinking C. trachomatis molecnlar genotyping data

with sexual network data. The main objectives of this analysis were to examine the

genotypic diversify of chlamydia in Manitoba, assess the agreement between sexual

network data and molecular data, and analyze the factors associated with discrepancies

between the two types of data. As contact tracing data is curently the most readily

available source of STD epidemiologic data available to us for this and future studies,

and, as Ghani et al. (1998) note is routinely available in other areas, we chose this data

type to conskuct the sexual network for comparison with our molecular data. Given the

known shortcomings in contact tracing as a data source (e.5. potentially

incomplete/inaccurate sexual histories), agreement between the contact tracing and

molecular data would increase our confidence in secondarily constructing sexual

networks from routinely collected dataof this type.
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3.2

RESULTS

Overview of the ManÍtoba sexual network

Manitoba is a Canadian province with a population of 1.14 million. The majority of the

population (app. 660,000) lives in Winnipeg, the capital and only large urban center in

the province. Most of the population outside V/irrnipeg lives in the southern portion of

the province. At the time of this study, 61 aboriginal reserves were present in the

province. Eighteen of these reserves in the eastern and northern parts of the province are

accessible by air only. Provincially, approximat ely l0%o of the Manitoba population are

registered treaty members. This under-represents the number of aboriginal individuals, as

not all eligible aboriginals register. Within V/innipeg, approximat ely 3o/o of the

population are aboriginal.

The complete data set contained4544 STD cases and contacts with demographic data

available for 3565 individuals. The gender breakdown of the study population, for cases

and contacts inclusive, was 56%o male and 44o/o female. STD cases were 22o/o male and

78%o female. Reflecting the concentration of the Manitoba population in Winnipeg,

53.6% of individuals in the dataset provided Wiruripeg addresses. The sexual network of

the 4544 individuals contained 1503 distinct components varying in size from 2 to 82

people (Table 3.1). Two hundred and two cases had not provided any information on

named sexual partners, and therefore were not identified as belonging to any components

of 2 ot more people. The majority of the nefwork consisted of dyads and triads,
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accounting for 911 and 366 components, respectively. R detaile¿ analysis of the 23

largest components, ranging in size from 10 to 82 individuals, has been published (Wylie

and Jolly, 2001).

3.3 Genotypic diversity of chlamydÍa in Manitoba

In total, we genotyped 359 chlamydia specimens. Of this total, 35 were part of a random

sample, 297 werc entered in an analysis of concordancy between epidemiologic and

molecular dat4 and 50 were part of a geographic analysis (individual analyses detailed

below). The three subsets do not total 359 as some chlamydia specimens were entered in

more than one analysis.

The total number of each chlamydia genotype is outlined in table 3.2. The nucleotide

sequences of the variant genotypes identified are shown in table 3.3. Proto[pe

genotlpes identified were D, E, F, G, and J. Variants of 3 of these prototypes were

identified and designated D1, Dz,Dz, D¿, Gr, and, JlC. Additional variant strains were

identified for which the respective prototype sequences were not identified in ow study

population. These variants were designated Bal, Ba2,I1/H, and Kr. I1ÆI and J/C indicate

ompl sequences that are potentially the result of recombination events between ompl

sequences from two different chlamydia genotypes. VDl and VD2 of IllH most closely

match the prototype I sequence, however, point mutations were present in both VDs

(Table 3.3). VD4 of this strain matched prototype H sequences. For genofype J/C, VD1
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Table 3.1: Summary of the number of components of size n identified within the
Manitoba sexual network. The number of cases and contacts within the database was
4544. A total of 1503 components with 2 or more people were identified.

Number of

components

Number of

individuals

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Number of

components

9tt

366

TT6

39

20

15

8

5

2

5

Number of

individuals

t2

13

t4

t6

t7

18

t9

39

41

82
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Table 3.2: Summary of the number of C. trachomatis genotypes identified in Manitoba and
their abundance. In total,359 specimens werc analyzed for this study (column A). Thirty-five
of these specimens were initially selected as part of a random sample @),297 were included in
the analysis of concordancy between molecular and epidemiologic data (C), and 50 were
included as part of the geographic analysis (D).

Genotype A DB

Bar

Baz

D

D

D

D

D

E

F

G

G

\lH
J

v
K

2

9

t3

37

2

I

I

93

4T

4

10

t4

44

1

27

I

0

9

2

I

0

0

10

J

I

0

2

4

0

)

0

9

54

37

2

1

1

73

36

4

10

10

37

1

22

I

0

t7

0

0

0

0

15

4

0

0

4

5

0

4

3s9 35 50
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Table 3.3. Summary of the nucleotide sequences of the variant C. trachomatis genotypes
identified in Manitoba. Shown are portions of the variable domains of the ompl g"rr, 

-

where point mutations occurred within a given genotype. prototype s.q.r"rr"",
are shown on the upper line, while the point mutations found in the variant strains a¡e
shown beneath the prototype sequence. Numbers indicate the nucleotide sequence position
of the respective prototype ompl sequence.

Variant
genotype
designation

VD
2

VD
1

vD4

Dr TTTCAGATGGGTG
C

482 49r

ATA.A'TGAJqJô\r{ CTGGCGCAGAG
A

. 995 1005
D2

D3

244 256

TTTCAGATGGGTG
C

482 491.

ATAATGAÁJqA
995 1005

CTGGCGCAGAG
A

D4 TTTCAGATGGGTG
C

GCTGGAGCTGGC
A
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3.4

and VD4 appeared to match prototype J sequences, while VD2 matched the prototype C

sequence' The nucleotide sequence of this strain is not listed in table 3.3 as only one

specimen was identified with this sequence and the minimal volume of this specimen

prevented us from firlly verifying the nucleotide sequence.

Concordancy between epidemiologÍc and molecular data

We assessed the extent to which a given component, constructed from routinely collected

contact tracing data, was concordant (containing only one chlamydia genotype) or

discordant (containing two or more chlamydia genofypes). Concordancy between the

sexual links established by contact tracing and the molecular data would be consistent

with a component tracing the transmission route of a single type of chlamydia.

To establish a baseline for genotype diversity in the province, we had first randomly

selected 35 of our stored specimens for genotlpe analysis. Table 3.2 shows the diversity

of chlamydia genotypes found within this sample. In this first sample, the most common

genotype, E, accounted for 28.6% of the sample, while the rarest genot¡pes, Bal, D2, and

G, each totaled 2.9% of the random sample. This initial data verified that genotypic

diversity did exist within the chlamydia circulating in the province and concordancy

between epidemiologic and molecular data should not simply occur due to a limited

number of circulating genotypes.
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We examined the entire sexual network to identify all components which had at least two

specimens available for genotyping. In total, 124 components were identified, containing

297 specimens for genotyping. The total number of each genotype within this sample is

shown in table 3.2 andlargely reflects the diversity seen in our random sample.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the extent to which components were concordant with respect to

ctrlamydia genotypes circulating within them. Overall 90 of I24 (72.6%) components

contained only one chlamydia genotype (3 components containing both prototype D and

variant D genotypes were classed as concordant - discussed below). Concordancy

dropped as a function of component size, ranging from 92.6Yo for components of size 2,

to 24o/o for the largest components containing 8 or more people.

For the two largest components with a relatively large number of specimens available for

analysis, two types of discordant results were evident. Fig. 3.2 shows component 23 with

82 people and 11 available specimens, and component 30with 18 people aîd7 available

specimens. Although designated discordant, component 23 does appear to have largely

captured the circulation pattern of two chlamydia genotypes, E and J. The former type

appears to have been circulating largely in the Northern Manitoba portion of this

component and may have crossed a geographical bridge into (or out of) Winnipeg by way

of one central individual, while the J genotype was circulating in a subset of the

Winnipeg individuals.
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ligure 3.1: Graph illustrating the extent of concordancy for different sizes of components.
Concordant components were those containing only one chlamydia genotlpe. Discordant
components contained two or more chlamydia genotlpes. The number of components in
each category is shown above the respective bar. The average number of availãble
specimens for components of size >8 was 3.9; size 7,2.8; size 6,2.3; size 5,2.3; size 4,
2.I; size 3,2.t. For components of size two only those components with trryo available
specimens were analyzed.
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Component 30

Fig.3.2. Illustration of the distribution of chlamydia genot¡pes within two of the largest
components.Component23 contains 82 people. Component 30 contains 18 people. Èor its size,
component 23 had a limited number of specimens available, as many of the õar"r *rt" diagnosed in
the 3 month period preceding storage of chlamydia-positive Chlamydiaz¡rme specimens. Symbots:
chlamydia-infected cases from which a chlamydia specimen was avai,lable for genotyping, O;
chlamydia-infected cases from which a specimen was not available, @; gononhea-infected cases,
El ; co-infected cases, (E or @El ; individuals with negative or unknown test results, l...'-'ll$l.

Letters represent the chlamydia genotypes isolated from a given case.
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In contrast, component 30, with 18 people, contains 4 different chlamydia genotypes with

no clear pattern to their dibtribution within the component. In this case, the contact

tracing data upon which this component was built appears to fall short of fully capturing

the transmission routes of the chlamydia infecting these individuals.

We conducted a univariate analysis to determine if there were any significant differences

between concordant and discordant components (Table 3.4). Five variables were

analyzed, with a detailed description of each variable provided in table 3.4. Briefly

variables were based on component size and on the co-infection status, partner number,

ethnicity, and infection dates of the individuals within a given component. Discordant

components \ryere larger, and had a higher likelihood of containing an individual that was

aboriginal, co-infected with gonorrhea and chlamydia, or who had named 3 or more sex

partners.

3.5 Geographic patterns

Geographic approaches have been presented as a possible means of targeting core groups

for STD control programs (Zenilman et al., 1999; Becker et a1.,1998; Han et al., T999).

Our previous analysis of large components in Manitoba suggested that geographical

bridging via sexual contact may frequently connect STD core groups in different areas

(Wylie and Jolly, 2001). These latter results suggest fhat a coordinated approach

spanning different geographic areas may be necessary when developing a targeted STD

control program.
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Table 3.4. Univariate analysis of the variables associated with discordant genotyping results
within components. A component was classified as "co-infected" if at least one person in the
component was co-infected with chlamydia and gonorrhea, A component was classified as
"aboriginal" if at least one person was of aboriginal descent (ethnicity information in our
dataset permitted only this limited type of categorization). Components were classified as
one partner, two partners, or 3 or more partners, based on the largest number of sexual
partners named by any case within the component. Time interval is the average length of
time between the earliest and latest diagnosis dates within components. "Component size"
is the average number of individuals within components.

Number of Discordant Number of concordantVariable components (percent) components (percent) p value

Co-infected t2 (3s)
chlamydia infected 22 (64)

Aboriginal
Non-aboriginal

1 partner
2 partners
>3 partners

s (6)
8s (e4)

33 (37)
s7 (63)

2s (28)
38 (42)
27 (30)

0.00002x

0.00008*

0.004*

26 76)
8 (23)

2 (6)
12 (33)
20 (61)

Time interval 53.6 days 34.5 days 0.188

Component size 10.8 3.9 0.00001*
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We conducted an analysis to determine the extent to which sexual contact between

individuals living in different geographic areas may contribute to successful bridge

transmission of chlamydia. Of the components spanning more then one geographic area,

we determined which contained only one chlamydia genotype. In total, 55 components

spanned two or more geographic areas. For 34 of the '55 components specimens were

available from the different communities represented within a given component. Of

these 34 components, 20 (59Yo) were concordant across communities with respect to

genotype. This data suggests that many of the geographic linkages identified by network

analysis do potentially reflect successful transmission.

We conducted a preliminary geographic analysis of genotype data to assess the genetic

diversity of chlamydia present in small population centres. We analyzed all of the

clriamydia specimens available in our stored collection from 7 towns and aboriginal

reseryes in Manitoba (50 specimens; Table 3.2), ranging in population from I,212 to

15,145 people. The number of chlamydia genotypes varied from 4 in communities B and

E (populations 8,950 and 1.,212, respectively) to 5 in communities D and C (population

2,126 and 8,039, respectively). This data suggests that chlamydia diversity in small

communities is relatively high, and that more than one chlamydia genotype

simultaneously circulates in these small towns or reseryes.
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3.6 Discussion

The sexual network we analyzed was based on routinely collected data for 4544 Sm

cases and contacts. In total, the network contained 1503 components with the largest

containing 82 people. Some initial analysis of this data has been published (Wylie and

Jolly, 2001; Jolly and Wylie, 2001). Here, we describe a linkage of chlamydia genotype

data with sexual network data. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the

molecular epidemiology of C. trachomatis within the context of large sexual networks.

The main objective of this analysis was to observe the extent to which molecular typing

data for C. trachomølls would agree with the proposed transmission routes within the

sexual networks constructed from contact tracing data. The majority of the components

containing individuals linked either directly or indirectly by sexual contact were

concordant with respect to chlamydia type, indicating that network analysis based on

routinely collected data frequently does reflect the transmission routes of individual

chlamydia types. Additionally, of the components which contained individuals from

different geographic areas and for which specimens were available,5gYo werê concordant

with respect to chlamydia type. This data indicates that despite the physical distances

involved, the geographic connections identified by network analysis do frequently reflect

transmission events. Network anaþsis could therefore be used to identifr the different

areas in a region where it would be useful to coordinate STD control efforts.
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Several factors were associated with the presence of two or more genotypes within a

component. These componeints were more likely to be larger in size, or to contain at least

one individual who was aboriginal, co-infected with chlamydia and gonorrhea, or who

named 3 or more sex partners. Size, co-infection status, and partner number would be

expected to be surrogate measures of core group statuS. In network terms, STD core

gtoups have been defined as groups of individuals with high rates of sex partner change

and a high degree of interconnectivity between those individuals @runham, 1997). A

network diagram of a core group would therefore tend to be large, reflecting the higher

number of sexual connections between individuals with multiple sex partners. Similarly,

Jolly (1998) identified co-infected individuals as central to core groups, therefore

components containing both chlamydia and gonorrhea would also be more likely to

potentially represent all or part of a core group. Within the core, the high number of

sexual pathways would create multiple transmission routes for different genotypes of

chlamydia (or other STDs), hence components that include core group members would

be more likely to contain criss-crossing transmission pathways of different clrlamydia

types. This scenario was evident in fig. 3.2, showing the chlamydia types within our

largest identified component of 82 people. Although containing two types of chlamydia,

E and J, the location of these types within this component suggests that we captured two

distinct transmission paths within one component.

The association between multiple chlamydia types within a component and aboriginal

status may reflect the difüculties associated with STD control in small communities.

Some aboriginal communities in Manitoba are small with populations of less than 1,000
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people. This characteristic is true of component 30 in fig. 3.2,wLnch is centered on a

small, largely aboriginal, coinmunity in Manitoba. The random dispersal of chlamydia

types in this component suggests that either additional sexual connections have been

missed or delays in locating individuals have put the molecular data out of synch with the

social data. Anonymity could be a concern in smáll close-knit communities and

individuals may, therefore, be reluctant to provide a complete list of their sex partners.

Thus, components based on contact tracing from these communities would fail to fully

capture the actual transmission pathways. Anonymity issues may also contribute to

individuals not attending their local medical clinic, but instead waiting until they have an

opportunity to seek medical care in a larger urban center. Depending on the rate of sex

partner change, these delays may ultimately result in spurious connections being

identified with respect to the ctrlamydia genotypes actually present at the different time

points. When a combination of molecular and social data reveals patterns of this type, it

may indicate areas or circumstances in which STD control may not be meeting its goals.

Although geographic approaches to STD control have proven effective in lowering

incidence rates (Han et al., 1999), this approach does not address the effects of

connections between communities. A strict geographic approach focussed on one area

could result in an equilibrium being reached between local control efforts and re-seeding

of the targeted area by ctrlamydia from geographically remote, but socially continuous

core groups in other areas. Our analysis of chlamydia types in small geographic centres

in Manitoba demonstrated that even relatively small population centers do not act as a

focus of infection for a single clrlamydia type. In combination with the extensive
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geo$aphic connections revealed by network analysis (see map in Wylie and Jolly, 2001),

the picture that emerges of STD transmission is one of individual communities acting as

staging points for the maintenance and transmission of multiple clrlamydia types within

the context of the larger sexual network in the area.

In conducting this analysis, we generated a large collection of genotype data for

chlamydia, consisting of 359 typed specimens. In conjunction with earlier Manitoba data

collected by Yang et al. (1993), a dataset of this size is useful for addressing the question

of the rate at which ompl undergoes nucleotide sequence variation, Although immune

selection is the likely underlyrng factor for amino acid and nucleotide sequence variation

in ompl, the temporal dynamics of this variation has been debated. The isolation of

apparently identical variant strains at distant geographic points and the long term

persistence of these strains on a global scale implies a slow tempo for ompl variation.

Conversely, the identification of numerous variable types in a STD core group in Africa

@runham et al., 1994) and the rapid temporal shifts in the genotypes present in a limited

geographic area @runham et al., 1996) suggests a more rapid flux in amino acid and

nucleotide sequence variation in response to immune pressure.

Within our sample, 15 distinct chlamydia types were identified; 5 types contained ompl

VD sequences identical to the prototype serovar strains analyzed by Yuan et aI. (T989)

and 10 were variant genotypes. A search in GenBank and the published literature

indicated that none of the variants we observed are newly identified. Four of the variants

were present in Manitoba 6 years prior to our study, when Yang et al. (1993) conducted
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their molecular survey of chlamydia types in Manitoba (a fifth vanant we identified,IlC,

may match the C-like/J-like variant identified by Yang et al. ll993l, however, we were

unable to obtain sufficient nucleotide sequence data to confirm this possibility). An E

and D variant type seen in 1992 was absent in our sample, while we identified 5 variants,

Dr, Dz, Ds, D+, and G1, not seen in 1992. Given the smaller sample size of Yang et al.

(1993), it is uncertain whether these latter 5 types of ctrlamydia have emerged in

Manitoba since 1992, or were already present in low numbers at that time. We identified

only 4 components that contained both a prototypic genotype @), and a variant of that

genotype (Dr, D+). This is the only combination of epidemiologic and molecular

evidence we found to suggest the generation of ompl diversity within the time frame of

our study. Overall, this data suggests an endemic presence in Manitoba of several

ctrlamydia genotypes, with little in-migration of new strains and/or little occurrence of

ompl nucleotide sequence variation in the province between the time points of the two

studies. Genotype D ctfamydia may be the exception in our study are4 as this genotype

appears to have undergone more variation than other chlamydia genotypes.

An extensive molecular survey of C. trachomatis in Kenya, using ompl genotyping

@runham et al. 1994; 1996) obtained results that were somewhat different than in

Manitoba. Although some patterns \¡/ere similar in the two areas (the total number of

genotypes was similar [Manitoba, 15; Kenya, 18] with 4 genotypes making up

approximately 70Yo of the total of both samples fManitoba, genotypes E, D, J, F; Kenya,

genotypes E, 14, K, Ltlr'zj and some temporal changes in genotype prevalence was

evident in both locations, with some genotypes either appearing or disappearing or
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decreasing or increasing in prevalence over time) the Kenyan site differed from Manitoba

in that 62%ó of the specimend were variant genotypes, while only 29Yo of the specimens in

Manitoba were variants. Additionally, 10 chlamydia genotypes appeared in Kenya over a

two year period, while only 5 appeared in Manitoba over a 6 year period. In Kenya, these

temporal fluctuations involved 7 chlamydia prototypes and 3 variants of these types (4"

D, Duuriu',t, G, H, I,þ,þuunu*,I-z/Lb M), while in Manitoba most changes were due only

to genotype D (Dl, Dz,Db D¿, Gr).

The lower proportion of variant strains in Manitoba and the lower number of chlamydia

prototype strains undergoing variation in Manitoba may reflect the phase of the

chlamydia epidemic in this part of North America. In Manitoba, the chlamydia epidemic

is believed to be at phase III, "decline" @lanchard et aL.1998), using the terminology of

Wasserheit and Aral (1996). The larger number of variant strains and the more extensive

temporal shifts in chlamydia genotypes observed in a Kenyan STD core group @runham

et al., L994; 1996) may reflect the positioning of the chlamydia epidemic in that country

at an earlieç "hyperendemic" phase where transmission events within the core may occur

at a more rapid rate and individual chlamydia genotypes could more frequently encounter

immunologically-experienced hosts. If so, molecular typing in combination with sexual

network analysis may help to pinpoint the epidemic phase of chlamydia within a given

setting. Large networks, a high proportion of chlamydia variants in the population, and

more frequently observed genotype variation in epidemiologicallyJinked pairs of sexual

partners or within networks, may represent a hyperendemic phase of the epidemic curve

as opposed to the relative stability observed in Manitoba. Additional research conducted
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in different geographic areas with similar observational designs would be necessary to

obtain further evidence to tesï this hypothesis.

In summary, in this analysis we identified considerable genetic diversity in the number of

chlamydia genotypes circulating within the province ôf Manitoba. Many of these

ctrlamydia genotypes have persisted in the province over approximately a 6 year period.

Only in a few instances did we observe what appeared to be the generation of point

mutations within the time frame of our study. Genotypic data showed a high degree of

concordancy with epidemiologic data, suggesting that routinely collected contact tracing

data is a valid means of constructing sexual networks. In some instances a lack of

concordancy may reflect the identification of a core group or, alternatively, identify areas

where STD control programs may need to be changed or modified. The next chapter

provides an overview of our chaructenzation of the Manitoba sexual networks with

respect to demographic, geographic and behavioral variables.
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CHAPTER 4

MIXING PATTERNS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLAMYDIA INFECTED

CASES PRESENT IN MANITOBA

4.1 Introduction

This chapter has been divided into two sections, and consists of an analysis of the

behavioral and demographic characteristics of individuals within a network context. It

serves to display the social environment of cases and their contacts in order for

charactenzation of persons involved in disease maintenance and spread within Manitoba.

From chapter three we concluded that the molecular and social data have a high degree of

concordancy, thereby suggesting that the constructed networks generated from contact

tracing data represents an accurate depiction of transmission events.

Characteristics of individuals were analyzedat anindividual level as well as in a social

network context. The first section of this chapter is related to partner selection, or who.

mixes with whom, for partnerships found throughout the province,based on mixing

matrices computed for several different variables. A mixing matrix is a table that contains

information on both a case and their contacts. This matrix allows us to monitor how

individuals within a certain population choose their parfners based on particular

characteristics. For example, determining mixing patterns based on partner number

requires the number of partners for a case and their respective contacts. Situations may

arise where cases have many sexual contacts and their contacts, in turn, have many

partners. This pattern of mixing represents situations in which rapid spread occurs as a
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result of the high number of transmission opportunities. On the other hand, a mixing

matrix can identiff a popuiation in which cases have many partners but these partners

have few contacts. This scenario can result in disease spread from cases to their contacts,

however, the spread of infections outside these parhrerships is limited. Therefore, the

elements of a mixing matrix represent the proportions of individuals with certain

characteristics who form partnerships with individuals with the same or different

characteristics. Mixing matrices are what we are interested in estimating to acquire

knowledge about mixing pattems. Several documented studies have reported the

importance of mixing patterns on disease spread and prevention (Laumann and youm,

1999; Atal et al., 1999; Rothenberg, 1983). These studies have shown how strong

assortative mixing can result in an initial infection spreading quickly through a

population, followed by the epidemic rapidly declining. A population that mixes

dissortatively has a slow initial onset of an epidemic, however, that epidemic lasts for a

longer period of time.

The second section of this chapter focuses on general population characteristics of the

whole data set of infected cases to provide baseline data for the province. Here we

attempt to find distinguishable characteristics for different segments of the infected

population. For example, what age goups are mostly affected by STD infections, what

segments of the population have more sexual parlners resulting in high levels of STD

incidence and what are the characteristics of infected persons within high and low risk

areas. Results from this chapter will provide information on the behaviors of chlamydia

infected individuals, their contacts, and information on network characteristics of the
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population during the period that the data was collected for this sfudy. This data is

important in understanding'the sexual network dynamics of the Manitoba population,

which will aid in future epidemiologic comparisons and development of effective

prevention and control programs.

RESULTS

4.2 MÍxing patterns among study participants and their sex partners

This section was conducted to fi.rther our understanding with respect to parhrer selection

of STD-infected persons. For this analysis, mixing matrices were constructed. As many

of the cases have more than one sexual partnership, each parfnership was entered

individually into the matrix. The Q statistic, a measure of within class mixing, is defined

as (Ip¿-l)/CN-1), where pi is the proportions from the diagonal elements of the matrix and

N is the number of rows present in the matrix (Aral et at., 1999). This was used to

measure the degree of assortative and dissortative mixing within the population. Several

studies have revealed how information on mixing patterns of partnerships is important for

targeting groups that are most likely responsible for disease acquisition and spread

(V/asserheit and Aral, 199 6; Rothenberg, 199 6).
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4.2.1 Strøtitïcatíon of the døta

Following construction of a.n overall matrix for a given variable (data available allowed

age groups and partner number to be anaJyzed), the matrix was fust constructed for the

population as a whole, and then stratified by gender and risk area.

Manitoba has three areas in the rural part of the province as well as four areas in the city

of Winnipeg that we classified as high risk areas. This classification was based on the

clrlamydia incidence levels for those areas (Figure 4.1; for a detailed description of the

geographic breakdown in Winnipeg, see Blanchard et aL.,1998). Area boundaries in rural

areas are based on regional health authority (RHA) boundaries. Areas within Winnipeg

are based on forward sortation areas. The high risk rural areas include the RHAs of

Burntwood, Norman and North Eastman. The forward sortation areas in Winnipeg are

R2W, R3Ab R3B and R3H @lanchard et ø1., 1998). The remainder of the geographic

areas in the province were categorized as low risk areas. This analysis was conducted to

monitor whether there are differences in sexual mixing patterns between these two areas.

Each case for which place of residence data was available was included in the analysis.

4.2.2 Míxing øcross øge cøtegoríes

In total, information on 966 partnerships was available where the age of both the case and

their respective partners were known. A mixing matrix was constructed based on three

categories of age for both case and contact. The pattern of mixing between cases and their

reported partners by age was assortative.
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Cases <20 and between 20-29 years of age had a majorify of their partnerships with

people in their own age group while, individuals >29 yearsof age repofed having similar

numbers of partners in the same group (44%) and in a younger age gïoup (49%)(Table

4.lA). Overall, the Q statistic for the matrix was e :0.34 reflecting the assortative

relationship outlined above.

Stratification by gender revealed several differences between age based partnerships for

males and females (Table 4.18). Both male and female cases tend toward assortative

mixing, with a Q of 0.37 and 0.34, respectively. However, female cases tend to choose

older partners compared to males, hence the lower Q value. For example, 44%o of female

cases <20 years of age, report having contacts who are between 20 and29 years of age,

while the same characteristic is reported by only l7o/o ofmales.

When further stratified by risk area some differences in mixing patterns appear to be

present for individuals in the two areas (Table 4.lC). Cases were divided into two groups

based on their geographic location. In total there were 891 cases with place of residence

data and age data available. Of these, 375(42%) were in high risk areas and 516(5g%)

were in low risk areas. Males in high risk areas show stronger assortative mixing than

males in low risk areas (0.41 vs. 0.32, respectively). Females, in contrast, show less

assortative mixing than females in low risk areas (0.32 vs. 0.37, respectively).
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Table 4.1 : Mixing matrices for cases and their contacts by age. Age was categorized into
three groups: (20, 20-29 aid >29 years of age. A)Overall mixing matrix for cases and
their contacts by age. B) Age mixing matrices for age, stratified by gender. C) Age
mi*ing matrices for cases in high risk areas stratified by gender. D) Age mixing matrices
for cases in low risk areas stratified by gender. Q values are located directly below the
respective matrix.

Contact age Case characteristic

age

a)

40

20-29

>29

Q: i.!.32

tsr(s6%)

r06(4ow

rr(4w

r40(24yù

3e3(67yù

s6(rjw

7(7"/ù

ss(52w

43(41%)

105

Gender
B) Nrares ßemales

<20 20-29 >2920-29 >29

<20

20-29

>29

43(86W

7(r4yù

0

64(38W

e7(s6,w

7(4W

s(r+w

2r(sgw

10(28%)

109(50olo)

99(Asyo)

1r(sw

76(t8W

296(70%)

48(1tW

2(3W

33(48%)

34(4eW

50

Q:0.3c
36 219

Q=0'3'r

Eigh risk areac)
lvlates

20-29 >29

ßemales

>29

<20

20-29

>29

24(920/ù 3s(4sw

2(8yù 37(47W

0 6(80/ù

4(24yù

8@7m

s(Zew

43(44W

4e(sryù

5(sYo)

4t(2sw

r13(66yù

r6(ew

0

20(54yo)

t7(46yù

97
Q:0.3t)Q= û.se

17 170
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Table 4.1, continued

Low Risk Area

D) Females

2A-29 >29>29 20-29

<20 r9(79yù

20-29 s(zrw

>29 0

2e(32yù

60(67W

r(ryù

2(r2o/ù

r0(sew

5(29o/o)

66(s4%;ù

s0(4tw

6(syù

35(t4yo)

183(73yù

32(t3yù

z(svù

20(srw

t7(44W

24 90

Q:0.31¡
122

Q=û.36

Overall, the female pattern of greater age mixing in high risk areas may serve to disperse

the epidemic over a greater range of ages and hence, increase incidence.

4.2.3 Mixíng across sexilal activity class

The potential for the rate of spread of an STD is highly embedded in characteristics such

as number of sexual partners. The number of partners that a case has, and in turn, the

number of partners that their contacts have, is an essential component in determining the

rate of spread and the course of an epidemic.

In our study, contacts who had not become cases and had been named by only one case

were positioned at the peripheral points within networks. These individuals either tested

negative or were not located by a public health nurse. In either case, since they have not

been interviewed by a public health nurse, we have no means by which we can assess

how many sex partners they had, and therefore, no basis for placing them at a given
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location in the matrix. This would potentially under represent the number of cases whose

sex partner in turn had no other parfners. However, as one of our main interests is to

compare the Q statistic for partner number mixing between high and low risk areas (see

below), we would at least carry the same limitation throughout the comparison.

Table 4.24 shows the mixing patterns between the different sexual activity classes for the

entire dataset. Data was grouped into three sexual activity classes for cases or contacts

with one, two or greater than two parhrers. In total, 825 partnerships were entered for this

analysis. It appears that, contrary to the assortative mixing seen for the different age

groups, overall, relationships based on partner number approaches proportionate mixing

(i.e. partnerships are formed randomly; Q:0.025). For the majorify of the data, cases in

all sexual activity classes were connected to partners who had two sexual partners,

reflecting the limitation outlined above.

The same analysis of mixing by pafner number was conducted following stratification by

gender (Table 4.28). There was 825 partnerships entered for this analysis with 516 (63%)

females and 309(37%) males. Results were similar to the findings above. There appears

to be a slight trend for male cases to exhibit more assortative mixing than female cases

(Q:0.045 vs Q: 0.005, respectively).

As above, the data was further stratified by risk area (Table 4.2C and  .ZD).In total,

place of residence data was available for 568 cases with 254 (50%) representing high risk

areas and 284 (50%) representing low risk areas. For both males and females, high risk

area cases tend towards more assortative mixing than low risk area cases. Q values for
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Figure 4.2: lvltxing matrices for cases and their contacts based on partner number.
Individuals were categonzed. as having one, two or greater than or 

"quui 
to three sexual

contacts. A) Overall partner number mixing matrix for the dataset. 
-B¡ 

Pattnet number
mixing matrices stratified by gender. C) Partner number mixing matrices for cases
present in high risk areas stratified by gender. D) Partner numbeimixing matrices for
cases in low risk areas stratified by gender.

Partner number
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1

9(267o) tl(31vo)

l8(517o) 17(46Vo)
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Table 4.2, continued

D)

1

',

x

Males Females

2

l0(22%o) lI(ZïVo)

24(53Vo) 24(607o)

tl(257o) 5(l2Eo)

ll(337o)

l6(48Vo)

6(r8Vo)

28(4OVo)

28(4OVo)

L4(2OEo)

22(45Vo)

18(37Vo)

9GBqo)

>3

L1(l9%o)

23(407o)

23(4OVo)

70
Q=0.09

high risk males and low risk males are 0.16 and 0.0, respectively, while high risk females

and low risk females are 0.12 and 0.09, respectively.

4.3 Characterization of the chlamydia infected population within Manitoba

Traditional epidemiologic studies in Manitoba and elsewhere, have focussed on the

individual as the unit of analysis. In contrast to these studies, our data is network-based.

In this section, we present data intended to provide baseline measures for individual and

network variables for chlamydia infected cases in Manitoba. This will help to provide

baseline preliminary measures of our local population and will serve as a basis for

comparison for both future studies and for comparing against future STD incidence

trends. Demographic data available for incorporation into this analysis included three

variables: age, gender and geographic location

45 40
Q=0.0
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4.3.1 Case characteristics based on pørtner number

It has been argued that the.course of an epidemic is partiatly a result of the number of

partners cases have within a population. Several studies have demonstrated differences

within and between sub-populations and how high numbers of parfners contained within

some groups are responsible for disease maintenance and spread @otterat et al., T999;

Brunham, 1997; Anderson, 1992). In this section, we provide data on our infected

population in Manitoba grouped by age, gender and risk area for the number of sex

partners reported by each group.

Table 4.34 shows the number of reported partners corresponding to the respective age

group of chlamydia infected cases. For this analysis, and subsequent analyses, three

categories of age groups, <20, 20 to 29 and >29 years of age were arnlyzed,.In total,

1004 cases had age data available. A chi2 statistical analysis revealed that there is a

significant difference between age and the number of parfners that a case reports (p :

0.029). Eighteen percent of cases <20 years of age and, 14% of cases between 20 to 29

years of age reported greater than two partners as compared to only 7o/o of cases >29

years of age. The majorify of cases, irrespective of age, reported one partner ranging from

53Yo tnthe <20 group to 70o/o in the >29 group.
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Table 4.3: Charcctenzation of chlamydia infected cases based on parfner number. Cases
were grouped as having one, two or greater than or equal to three iex parfners. Data was
analyzed for A) age groups, B) gender and c) risk area categories.

Case partner number P value

Age

A) <20 20-29 >29

1 138(s3%) 331(s8%) t0o(70%)z 74ès%)' ts8(28%) 33(23%) o.oze*

> 3 46(18%) 78(14o/o) to(7%)

258 567 143

Gender

Males Females

307(s6%) 87s(63%) g.ozs*
167(30%) 3ss(26%)
74(13%) 1s3(rt%)

548 1383

Risk area

High Low

242(s6%) 321(60%)
1t7(27%) t4e(28%)
7t(17%) 68(t3%)

430 s38

B)

c)

I
,

>3

1

2

>3

0.265
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Partner numbers for cases were also assessed by gender (Table 4.38). Gender data was

available for the majority of our dataset (1141 of 2120 cases). For unknown genders, in

this analysis and subsequent analyses, assumptions were made if the genders of adjoining

cases and contacts were known. Our results illustrate á significant dissimilarity in that

female cases tend to report fewer partners, with 63Yo reporting only one partner compared

to 56Yo reported by males (Chi', P: 0 029).

The number of partners for cases present within high or low risk areas was also

examined. In total, there was 968 cases with recorded place of residence,44%o of these

were present in high risk areas and 56Yo present in low risk areas. The categories for case

partner number were kept identical to those above, such that a case can have one, two or

greater than or equal to three contacts. This data is shown in table 4.3C, where there was

no significant difference for high and low risk areas with respect to the mean partner

number @:0.265). The majority of cases in either area reported one partner, wlttle 17Yo

in high risk areas and 13Yo in low risk areas had greater than2 partners.

Overall, cases in our population with the most number of reported sexual partners tended

to be younger in age and/or male. These groups may serve as an important foci of disease

transmission throughout the province. Analysis of risk area did not reveal any differences

such that cases residing in high and low risk areas reported having similar numbers of

partners. In the previous section, the analysis based on partner number mixing within the

two risk areas revealed a different pattern of partner selection, such that individuals in
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high risk areas are more likely to select partners with numerous contacts. It seems that the

difference between the two áreas does not lie in the average number of partners any given

case has, however it is the pattern of partner selection that differs and contributes to the

spread of STDs throughout the population.

4.3.2 Case characteristics based on pørtner locøtíon

Many studies have demonstrated the differences that exist in terms of the geographic

location of sex partners (Rothenberg, 1983; Atal, et al., 1999). Sex partners can

potentially be chosen from within the same community as that in which an individual

lives, from a different community, or both. This concept ties in the idea of mobility

within and between communities, which may affect the probability of transmission from

one location to another. This also relates to bridging between communities and the

linking together of networks. For our next analysis, we evaluated case partner location

stratified by gender, àgê group and risk area. Choosing partners within the same

community would help to maintain infections within that community. In contrast,

choosing partners in a different community would help to seed STDs into new

communities and potentially new networks.

Table 4.44 shows the results of this analysis for cases within different age groups. If

multiple partners were named by a case, all contacts with geographic data available were

included. Three categories were used in which a case can have 1) all contacts within the
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Table 4.4: Partner selection of chlamydia infected cases with contacts either within the
same community, outside the same community, or contacts both within and outside their
community. Case partner location was analyzed for A) age groups, B) gender and c) risk
area categories.

Case partner location P value

Age

A) <20 20-29 >29

within ttt(47%) 273(s2%) 74(60%) 0.184

outside 98(41%) t9z(36%) 36(29%)
Within and Outside 28(12%) 63(12%) t3(lt%)

B)

237 s28 tt7

Gender

Males Females

Within t0t(s0%) 3sq(st%)outside 6i(33%) 261(37%) 0'124
rJVithin and Outside 34(17%) 8I(tZ%)

Risk area

High

\ilithin 23t(57%) 223(46%) 0.0016*
Outside tz3(30%) 2ot(42%)
Within and Outside 52(13%) 57(tZ%)

202

c)
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partner location was also used for subsequent analyses. Data for age and geographic

location was available for 882 cases. No significant association was found between age

and partner location (Chit, P : 0.184). The majority of cases within any of the age groups

were most likely to have partners that were inside the same community. Infected persons

>29 years of age had the highest number of reported contacts within the same community

(60%), followed by individuals in the 20-29 age group \ltlrth 52% of contacts in the same

community, and lastly, 47% of cases <20 years of age reported contacts in the same

community.

A large group of cases also reported contacts outside of their communities ranging from

29Yo in the >29 group to 4lYo in the <20 group. The <20 age group appear most likely to

choose partners outside their communtty (41%). AII age groups may be important bridges

between communities since they have similar reports of contacts who are either outside

their community or both within and outside.

Partner location based on gender was also analyzed as above. Table 4.48 shows no

significant difference with respect to males or females having partners in a particular

community (P : 0.124). There was a trend for females to report partners outside the

community (37%), in comparison to males (33%) while the percentage of males choosing
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partners both within their own community and in a different community was higher than

females (I7Yovs. 12%).

Table 4.4C demonstrates the partner location of high and low risk area cases. There is a

significant difference identified in that cases in high risk'areas have the majority of their

sex partners within the same community compared to low risk area (57% vs. 46Yo).

Fewer high risk area cases (30%) reported having partners outside their community, in

comparison to low risk area cases (42Yo).

Overall, the only statistically significant difference seen with respect to partner location

was seen in high risk area cases, who report a majority of their contacts within the same

community. This may be one of the factors responsible for maintaining infections in these

high incidence areas, as endemic infections through intra-community mixing may be

enhanced.

4.3.3 Case chøradertsfics bøsed on trønsmíssion success

We wished to determine whether long chains of clrlamydia transmission (defined as the

number of STD-infected cases directly connected together within a network) showed any

association with specific age groups, gender orgeographic area. For example, are more

males than females typically present in chains of 3 or more people, or are long

transmission chains more frequent in high vs. low risk areas? The lengfh of these chains

we took as a measure of "transmission success". This measure is similar to Ro, in that it

helps to define the number of secondarily infected persons present within a network.
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Overall, in our dataset, we identified 1,490 instances of one infected person, 727 chains

of 2 infected individuals, 24 chains of 3 people, 7 chains of 4 people, 3 chains of 5

people, and 1 chain each consisting of 6,7, and 9 people.

Results for the number of individuals of a certain age within a transmission chain is

presented in table 4.5A/8. The majority of cases, regardless of their age, were more likely

to be involved in a transmission chain of one. In other words, they were connected to a

non-infected person who at the time tested negative for chlamydia, or could not be

identified or located. Differences were observed in cases <20 and 20-29 years of age

compared to cases >29 years of age, as no case >29 years of age were identified within

transmission chains greater than three people. Cases <20 tended to be present in longer

transmission chains compared to older cases. Cases >29 years of age did not appear in

transmission chains greater than 3 persons long. (Chi2, P = 0.00042).

Next, we measured the transmission success of chlamydia based on gender. Our analysis

revealed a very strong correlation between gender and transmission chain length (Table

4.sClD, Chi2, P : <0.000001). The majority of both males (66%) and females (85%) are

directly connected to a non-infected or non-located/tested person. However, the marked

difference between the two is seen within longer transmission chains where 34Yo of

males, compared to l5Yo of females represent transmission chains of 2 or more connected

cases.
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Table 4.5: Transmission success measured by the length of chains consisting of directly
connected cases charactenzed by AÆ) age groups, C/D) gender and EÆ) risk area
categories. Tables B,D and F are gr'ouped data from tables {C and E, respectively" to
demonstrate differences within transmission chains greater than two people.

Transmission Success

A)

Chain length

Case age B) Case age

>29

t 177(68%) 363(66%) Lr0(7e%)
2 46(18%) 112(2t%) 28(20%)
>2 34(t3 %) 81(13%) t(t%)

20-29 >29

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
9

r77(68%)
46(18%)
t7(6.6%)
4(r5%)
3(1.2%)
4(r.s%)
4(r.s%)
4(15%)

363(66%)
ttzQr%)
43(8%)
t8(3.3%)
6(t.o%)
r(0.2%)
2(0.4%)

\0.2%)

rr0(7e%)
28(20%)
r(0.7%)

0

0

0

0
0

D)c) Females Males

3s8(66%)
1,27(23%)
6t(tr%)

I
,
3
4
5
6
7

9

3s8(66%)
127(23%)
ze(s.3%)
r3(2.4%)
6(t.t%)
3(0 6%)
4(0.7%)
6(0.6%)

rt32(8s%)
126(e%)
43(3.2%)
L5(1.1%)
e(0.7%)
3(0.2%)
3(0.2%)
3(0.2%)

rt32(8s%)
126(e%)
77(6%)

I
)

>2

E) HÍgh risk Low risk High risk Low risk

2s8(6s%) 3e8(7r%)
77(te%) t}e(te%)
60(16%) s2(t0%)

F)

I
2

>2

2s8(6s%)
77(te%)
32(8%)
8(2.0%)
s(r.3%)
4(1.0%)
7(1.8%)
4(t.0%)

3e8(71%)
r0e(re%)
3L(s.6%)
t4(2.s%)
4(0.7%)
2(0.4%)

0

t(0 2%)
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There was a total of 621 transmtssion chains identified with geographic locations known

for each individual in a specific transmission chain. A significant association was

identified between risk area and chain length (Tabte 4.5Fr/D, Chi2, P : 0.008). The

highest number of cases in both risk areas are in transmission chains of one or two

persons. However, a higher proportion of individuals in high risk areas (16%o) were

involved in longer transmission chains (>3) compared to low risk area cases (10%).

4.3.4 Chørøcterístícs of cases present in certøín network sízes

Large networks contain more potential transmission routes and may be critical in

maintaining infections. Network size was measured for each of the cases in the data set

for the three variables of interest (Table 4.6). The first variable consisted of age. There

was a significant difference in network size for different age classes (Chi',P = 0.000002).

Younger cases were more likely to be part of a larger network where the average network

size was 7.3. Cases >29 years of age were found at the other end of the spectrum where

the average network size for this group was only 2.8. The remainder of cases 20-29 years

of age, were found in the middle of these two extremes with an average network size of

5.5.

Statistical analysis identified a significant difference between males and females with

respect to network size (Table 4.68, KW, P:0.00028). Females were more likely to be in

smaller networks (mean network size of 5.1) compared to males (mean size of 6.0).

These results coincide with earlier findings that males on average, tend to have more

paftners than female cases.
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Statistical analysis revealed a significant difference between high and low risk areas and

network size (Table 4.6C, KW, P:0.010). High risk area cases are found in somewhat

larger networks than cases in low risk areas (network size of 7.0 vs 4.6, respectively).

Case average network size P value

a) Age <24 20-29 >29

Males

2.8

Females

0.000002*

0.00028*

b) Gender

c) Risk area

557.3

6.0

High

5.1

Low

4.6 0.010*

Table 4.6: The eveîage network size for cases within our dataset based on A) age gÍoups,

B) gender and C) risk area categories.

4.3.5 Chøracteristícs of cøses bøsed on nefiuork measures of closeness and betweeness

The next two measures for our population, were based on network measures of closeness

and betweeness (refer to section 1.4.1 for an overview). "Closeness" measures the

centrality of persons within a network by measuring how close each person is to every

7.0
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other person in that same network. 'Betweeness" measures how many times a person lies

in a path between two othei' people. These measures are important in that they provide

some information on network structure. Using UCINET (Freeman et a1.,1999 O Analytic

technologies inc.) closeness measures for each person in a network were calculated and

stratified by age, gender and geographic location

Analysis based on age indicated that older age groups were more likely to be more

central as they had the highest average closeness value of 81.2 (Table 4.7A, KW,

P:0.000123). No significant difference for betweeness and age was identified (Table

4.8A" KW, P = 0.059). However, as for closeness, the trend was for older age groups to

have higher betweeness values.

Average closeness values were calculated based on gender. There were no significant

differences between males and females (Table 4.T8, KW, P : 0.687) Betweeness values

for males and females also did not differ (Table 4.88, P :0.737).

We calculated the average levels of betweeness and closeness for cases within high and

low risk areas (Table 4.7C and 4.8C). Significant differences were observed for closeness

(KW: 0.000045). For cases in these respective areas, the average closeness was 66.4 and

75.8. Cases in low risk areas are more closely connected to everyone else in a network

while the reverse is true for high risk areas. Betweeness was not significantly different

between the two risk areas (KW, P:0.053).
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Table 4.7 : Ãverage closeness for cases present in our dataset measured by A) age
groups, B) gender and C) risk area categories.

Case average closeness P value

a) Age <20 20-29 >29

67.5 71.3 Bt.Z 0.000123*

b) Gender Males Females

73.7

c) Risk area High

73.1

Low

0.687

664 7s.8 0.000045*

Table 4.8: Average values of 'betweeness" for cases analyzed by A) age groups, B)
gender and C) risk area categories.

Case average betweeness P value

a) Age <2t 20-29 >29

52.5 53.0 65.8 0,0s9

b) Gender Males Females

57.6

c) Risk area High

58.3

Low

0.737

51. I 57.4 0.053
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4.4 Discussion

Mixing pattetns between caies and their contacts within the Manitoba serual network of
chlamydia infected case s

The degree of mixing based on several different variables has been essential in explaining

STD maintenance and spread (Ellen et al.. 1997; Rothenberg. 1983; Garnett et al.,l99ó).

Several studies have revealed that the spread and maintenance of infections is largely

influenced by the mixing patterns between cases and their contacts. This concept

emerged as a result of a changing paradigm in STD research that integrates information

on both cases and their contacts. Several authors have drawn attention to the importance

of mixing between core and non-core groups (Zenilman et a1.,1999; Lauman and Youm,

1999; Rosenberg et aL, 1999). ln principle, selection of sexual partners can vary between

two extremes: assortative, or like with like, and dissortative. Each pattern has an effect on

the course oi an epidemic with assortative mixing resulting in rapicí early spread of

disease witli rapid decline, and dissortative mi:;ing resulting in slos'er onset of disease

with a longer lasting epidemic (Anderson, 1992). Sociologists report that in general,

human sexual behavior is assoriatively selective. Garnett and Anderson (i993) revieweci

epidemiological studies reporting STÐ transmission amoûg STD cases and their contacts.

These authors observed that in a heterosexual population, sexual networks transmitting

gonorrhea and chlamydia iniections exhibited assortative selectivity in partner choice.

Hou'ever. a homosernral netrvork in l-reland in u'hich HiV transmission occurred u,as

dissortative (Ilaraldsdottir, 1992). Thus, data suggests that this characteristic varies

among cÍifferent sexual networks, and, in turn, affects the course of a given epidemic.
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In this chapter, rve er¡aluated the degree of mixing of STD cases and contacts in

Manitoba. The data available to us to assess mixing u/as age, partner number anci

geographic iocation for cases and contaets. ft4ixing was basecÍ on iire Q statistic. wiricir

measures the degree of assortative and dissortative mixin-e.

Anderson (1992) provides a model that highlights the need for quantitative óata on age-

ciepencÍency in rates of sexual partner change. For example, in their model, a scenario

with age rnixing betn'eeu oider males u'itir younger femaies resuiteci in iire irigirest impaci

on the spread of HIV. In a population with men having sex with men, Service and Blorver

attributed the rapid spreaci of HIV to the formation oi partnerships between older males

witir younger tnaies (Service anci Biower. i99ú). .4.s a resuit oi the increasing evide¡rr,:e

that age mixing patterns provide important information on STD transmission dynamics, it

has been noted that age mixing can now be added to other correlates oi disease (Catania

,1
er ú.. ryyDl.

Results show that overall, our study population tended to choose paftners assortatively

based on age, such that STD cases are mainiy within the same age category as their

paftners (Table 4. i). Srratification by gender sirorved that both maie anci ieurale cases

display assortative mixing patterns; however, several gender-based differences lvere

noteci. Almost all of the male cases <20 years of age reported having sexuai contacts r¡¿ho

are u'irhin tire saine age caiegory u'irile oider iiiales tend to citoose yourlget ieuraie

partners. Female cases tend to choose paftners who are in the same age group. Extensive

contact between cases and contacts within the same age category ser\,/es to keep
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infections ivithin that group. Horvever, there rvere partnerships between inclh¡iduals

within ancl between age groups which can account for movement of infections from one

ago group to another.

Analysis based on geographic segmentation of populations infected with STDs have

provecl beneficial for targeting portions of the population responsible for clisease

persistence and spreacl. In Manitoba, high risk geographic locations have been identified

primarily in Northern regions of the province and central areas in \lzinnipeg (Blancharcl er

al., L998). Blanchard et al. {1998) reportecl that these regions have the highest chlamyclia

incidence rates and exhibit high risk behaviors and risk markers for clisease status. As

such, high risk areas are associated with core group membership, high numbers of sexual

partners, loq¡ socioeconomic status, and have poor access to the health care system

(Shalrmanesh et aL.,2000; Potterat et al., 19S5). Therefore, the degree of mixing þetween

our high risk and low- risk areas is important in the magnitude of clisease spreacl

tluoughout the province. For our geoglaphic analysis, rve incorporated the \\¡innipeg

geographic segmentation of high and low risk areas based on chlamydia incidence levels

cleveloped lry Blanchard et al (1998). For rural Manitoba, high ancl low risk areas we¡e

based on chlarnyclia incidence levels reporterl by the CDC (i\4anitoba Health, CDC Unit;

Table 4.1). Tluee remote northern regions, or RHA's, as well as four areas within

\\zinnipeg serwed as our high risk area population.

There is a slight cliflerence for females in high ancl low risk arcas. Females in high risk

areas tencl to choose older pafiners if they are <20 years of age. Females 20-29 years of
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age in high risk areas have a higher percentage of <20 year old partners in cornparison to

low risk females. lvlales from irigh risk areas are more assoúatir¡e than males fi'om low

iisk areas. Females in high risk areas, have less assorfatir¡e mixing than females in lorv

risk areas. How this pattern balances out in terms of transmission is not clear. Although

both males and females in low risk areas show sfunilar Q rralues, males and females in

higlr risk areas are disparate (Q of A.57 for males and 0.30 for females). Although the

male pattern would help to keep infections isolated in specific age groups, the female

pattern woulcl tend to disperse it thloughout age groups ancl may contribute to a higher

overall incidence in the population. This pattem may be significant since it may help

STDs to rnove into a wider range of age gloups and increase STD rates overali in high

dsk areas. The extent to which the discrepancy behveen male ancl female Q rzalues is

related to less than full disclosure of partner information by either one or both sexes is

unknown at this tirne.

Passage of an STD tlu'ough any population is largely based on the number of serual

paftners contained in that population. Sexual behaviors between partnerships vaty within

and between populations and the measurement for the clegree to which this occurs is

captured in the equations for the basic reproductive number R. ancl sex partner change

rates proposed by Brunham (1997). Of equal importance are the contacts infectecl cases

choose as thei' sexual partners. If an infection enters a populaÏion with the majoritv of

individuals having no more than 1 sex partner, that population is at limited risk of the

infection spreading clue to lirnitecl sexual tlansmission opportunities. Similar'lv, a

population with the majority of inclividuals having high nurnbers of pafiners woulcl result
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in the infection spreacling rapidly. h4athematical and empilical *"¿.t, ha'r¡e demonstrated

that a population suffering flo- on epiclernic has core groups, or segments of the

population with high numbers of sexual partners, that serve to keep infections within that

population (Gupta et al., 1989; Andeßon et al., 1990; Aral, 1999). They have also

demonstratecl how mixing of these groups rvith the rest of the population woulcl result in

spreacl fì'om the core to the non-core segment. Enough partnerships outsicle the core

group woulcl result in fuither maintenance and spreacl within thc entire population. We

attempted to capture these features in our N4anitoba infectecl population bv assessing

mixing based on case and contact partner number.

Our results show that characteristics of partnerships are reiatively proportionate with a Q

value close to zero (Table 4.2). Cases, regardless of the number of pafiners they harre, are

most likel-v to be connected to indir¡iduals r,vith two partners. In our datase! this resuit

iargely reflects the remor¡al of most single connections, due to a lack of infonnation on

those parhrers. Interestingly, on average about one quarter of the responclents (24o/o,22o/o

and 35o/o for cases with 1, 2 and 3 contacts, respectively) had sexual relations with

indir¡icluals who in turn had at least three contacts. This may potentiate maintenance of

disease in the population since in many cases promiscuous indivicluals are connected to

equally promiscuous sex partners. Frequency of sexual contact and information on sexual

behaviors would help to further place this data within a social network context.

Differences in gencler for parfner number revealed ploportionate mixing for both males

and females, with males tending towards a stronger assortatir¡e mixing pattern (Table
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4.2).Female cases, regarclless of partner number, were more likely than males to choose

partners who had two sexual contacts. In comparison to females, male cases with one ancl

two partners had an increasecl tendency to har¡e sexual contact with indir¡icluals who har¿e

only one sex partner. Howe\¡er, comparecl rvith females, males with greater than or equal

to tÍu'ee sex partner tended to choose partners who also had greater than or equal to three

partners. Our clata inclicafes that females, generally, choose inclir¡iduals with two sex

partners. This characteristic enables infections to be rnaintained in a population, since

sexual transrnission oppofiunities exist. Similarly, males with greater than or equal to

three sex partners are of concern as our data demonstrates they are more likely to choose

partners who also har¡e many sex partners. This allows for rapid rnor¡ement and spreacl of

infections. Because substantial sexual mixing occurs between indir,icluats with high

numbers of partners, transmission of ctrlamydia within this population can occur.

Further stratification by risk area revealed that both males ancl females in low risk areas

exhibitecl proportionate miring (low risk males and females Q values, 0.02 and 0.05

rcspectively vs. higlr risk males and females Q values, 0.18 ancl -0.02, respectirrely). Tþis

clraracteristic may also be related to higher disease incidence in these areas as it indicates

that plomiscuous indir¡iduals in high risk areas tend to parfner with other.promiscuous

indir¡icluals. This characteristic rvould ensure nuÍnerous transmission opportunities for

STDs to maintain a high Ro rzalue within this population.

Based on our results on miring patterns of cases within the Manitoba sexual network,

male ancl female cases present in trigtr risk areas cxhibit fhe inost variation in parlner
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selection. Parlicularly, females in high risk areas harre a tenciency to choose partners rvho

are within clifferent age groups comparecl to low risk area females. Sirnilarly, males in

high risk areas also show this same characteristic. however, they also choose partners

who are younger in age and partners with higher numbers of sexual contacts, in

comparison to low risk area males. This highlights the extent to which control programs

need to focus effoits specifically towarcls males, ancl cases within high risk areas.

Ðemographic ctnd network cltaracterization of chlamydia infected cases in Manitoba

In this section, we attempted to characteúze chlamyclia infected cases present in

h¡Ianitoba. Epidemiologicai research relies on identification of ceitain segments of the

populafion most burdenecl with infections in order for the cle'r,'elopment of acculate ancl

effectir¡e STD prevention programs. Numerous studies have focussecl on groups of

indir¿iduals rvith higlr numbers of partners as an important determinant of STD risk. For

example, csw's, FSW's ancl persons rryithin core groups @runharn, 1997; Brunham and

Plummeri 1990; Baseman et al., 1999; Rothenberg et al., 1998). studiçs har,'e also

focussed on groups of infected persons based on age and gencler rvhere males ancl

individuals young in age are mol'e likely to be infected (Herolcl and lvlewhinney, 1993;

On et al., L994).'W-e were able to cltaracteúze various network characteristics for thc

infectecl population in lvlanitoba stratifiecl by age, gencler ancl geographic location.

Univariatc analyses rvere usecl to detennine which network characteristics shorvecl

significant clifferenccs between the various strata.
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\Ãiassei'heit ancl ,{ral (1996) suggestecl that tl're epidemiology of STDs ivoulcl change in a

preclictable pattern in respon,se to disease control activities. Specifically, Brunham and

Plurnmer (1990) postulated that control efforts sen¡e to concentrate STDs in more

sexually active populations that are less accessíble to public health control programs.

Blanchard et al. (1998) demonstratecl thaf as a result'of STD control strategies in

lVlanitoba, chlamyclia infections hacl becorne more clepencient on STD core groups over

time. We characteñzed our population based on the number of sex partners reported by

cases. Of interest are indir¡iduals r.vith high numbers of partners who contribute

clisproportionately to chlamyclia transmission. For the number of partners reported by

cases, significant associations with age ancl gender werc iclentified. For aget younger

individuals reported more sex partners than other indivicluals. For gender, male cases

reported more partners than female cases. Age characteristics are in keeping with the

obsen¡ation that STDs are primarily a disease of youth, holever, the gender differences

highlight the need to develop more male focussed srD control strategies.

An interesting phenomenon with respect to STD epiclemiology is the pattern of

recruitment of sex partners at the comrnunity level. Calzavata et al. (1999) prorziclecl

results fi'om an aboriginal community in Ontario. They cletermined whether cases chose

partners fi'om within their orvn communifui outsicle theil communitv or from both within

and outside their communify. ln theil study, clata on sexual partnering indicate that many

inclir¡icluals chose partners from both within and outsicle theil communitv. These

individuals señ'e as sexual briclges between communities. As incidence of infection rises

in one community, clisease woulcl spread rapiclly to other communities. Based on the
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findings of Calzavara et al. (1999), w-e rvanted to assess sexual partnering of our

population at the communitj, ler¡el based on agq gender ancl risk area. There was no

association betrveen partner location and either age $ gender (Table 4.4). A significant

association was seen) however; between partner location and risk area.

Analysis of cases based on risk area revealed that 57o/o of high risk area cases chose

pafiners within theil own communify. This scenario can result in intra-cornmunity

maintenance of infections contributing endemic persistence of STDs. In contrast, cases in

low risk areas tend to choose parfners outsicle their communitv. The consequent lack of

internal networks r.vithin communities in low risk areas may account for lower incidence

ler¿els in these areas. Therefore, although the potential for bridging exists in low risk

areas in l\4anitoba, there may be fewer opportunities for maíntenance of infection. Further

classification of these briclge individuals may senie to iclentifl¡ subgroups of inclividuals

for targeting in prevention prograrns.

Successful transrnission of STD pathogens is affected by many factors such as condom

use, frequency of intercourse and [,pe of intercourse. We had no data available on sexual

behaviors within a paftnership, however, we were able to assess transmission success by

iclenti$'ing chains of connected cases. In our data set, we iclentified L654 transrnission

chains ranging in size from one to nine and analyzed these chains with respect to age,

partner number and risk area (Table 4.5). From the tlu'ee variables analyzed, significant

associations were seen with lespect to length of transmission chain. Larger chains rvere
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more likely to contain males, inclir¡icluals <20 .vears of age, and to occur in high risk

areas.

For gender, only 660/o of males compared to 85o/o of females were in transrníssion chains

of one. This obseruation is related to the fact thaf. in a female-basecl screening ptograrn,

male cases would fypically only be entered in the provincial database after a female case

has been diagnosed (hence by default, males should be skewed towards transmission

chains of nruo). Whether transmission is more frequent for male to female or female to

male is unknown for our population. Notalrly, however, m¿les are mo1'e common in

transmission chains of tluee or more) than females. Again, in a female based screening

program, for a transmission chain of three, an initial female case should lead to a male,

and then a subsequent femaie case. Ratios of females to males in transmission chains of

tlrree or more might be expected to be close to 2:I.In our dataset, an approximately equal

number of males and females are seen in chains of thlee or more. This obsen¡ation

suggests that an infected male may be more likely to spread infections than an infected

female, again highlighting the nsed for male-basecl control strategies.

Our results also indicate that cases -voung in age ancl present within high risk areas are

responsible for efficient transmission to sexual partners as measured by the length of

transmission chain. Successful transmission based on age: again, highlights the higher

incidence within these age gt'oups. STD control strategies may neecl to be cler¡eloped

rvhich fuilher targets high risk youth. The higirer transmission success of chlamydia in

higlr risk areas) also, reflects the higher inciclencc in these areas, and the larger number of
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The remaining three variables analyzed, by age, gender and risk area were network

measures such as network size, closeness and betweeness. Network size and structure

have important roles in disease dynamics. Larger network size reflects increased

opportunities for disease transmission and spread. Evaluating network structure, such as

closeness and betweeness, can help to relate incidence in a specific group to network

structure. Network structure can play a role in the spread of infections within networks

(Rothenberg et al., 1 998; Klov dahl, 1994).

In the Manitoba network, larger networks were more likely to be associated with

individuals young in age (<20 years of age), male (average network size of six compared

with five for females) and to occur in high risk areas (average network size of 7

compared to 4 in low risk areas). High values of closeness were associated with

increasing c¿rse age and were higher in low risk areas. Overall, closeness measures are

higher for a radial vs. a linear network structure. V/ylie and Jolly (2001) previously

demonstrated that, at least for large networks, radial network strucfure is associated with

a lower positivity rate. The above results also suggest that the differences in closeness

values may reflect a greater tendency for linear nefworks to form in young age gïoups

and in high risk areas. In turn, this network structure may contribute to higher STD

incidence in younger age groups and in high risk areas.

In summary, several significant associations were found which contribute to high STD

incidence rates. Cases young in age, male, and located in high risk areas, are on average,

present within large sexual networks. In addition, high risk area cases have more partners
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located within the same community, maintaining infections in the population. STD

control efforts should focus on these groups, which in turn would lead to a decrease in the

number of partners a given individual may have, intemrption of chlamydia transmission

and a decrease in network sizes present in this population. Our results also highlight the

need for further studies on the role of mixing patterns and nefwork size and structure on

STD incidence patterns.
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CHAPTER 5

DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF MOLECULAR GENOTYPES AND

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SEXUAL NET\ryORK CONNECTIONS IN

MANITOBA

5.1 Introduction

Many studies have highlighted the correlation between geography and STD rates

(zimmerman et a1.,1990; Rothenberg , 1983; Potterat, 1992; Hamers et a1.,1995). our

social network analysis data provides the opporfunity to represent the geographic

connections that result from sex partner formation. In this chapter, we provide a general

overview of all reported connections between communities to monitor where and how

partnerships occur within Manitoba. Of interest are the patterns between different parts of

the province. This analysis will help to identify which sections of the province are

connected by sexual bridging, and in which parts of the province coordinated approaches

to STD control may be advantageous. We also conducted a geographic analysis of the

distribution of chlamydia genotypes. Identifying genotype distribution pattems within

certain areas may allow identification of larger networks that would not have been

identified through network analysis alone.

As part of our study, we identified several chlamydia genotype variants. These were

graphed separately from prototypic genotypes. Past evidence suggests that chlamydia

variants arise predominantly among core group individuals due to immune pressure on

the infecting strain @runham and Plummer, 1990). Currently, it is believed that the
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ecological success of these organisms in repeatedly exposed core group individuals,

depends on sequence variation. For our geographic analysis of variant genotypes, pattems

within high and low risk areas were of interest to determine whether chlamydia variants

are more common in high or low risk areas. It was also of interest to determine if the

presence of certain chlamydia genotypes correlated with'specific demographic or network

characteristics.

The final section of this chapter focuses on modeling the relationship between positivity

rates and network structure. Network structure plays a role in the rate and spread of

infections. For example, Rothenberg et al. (1998) demonstrated the effect of network

microstructure on syphilis transmission. We assessed the relationship between chlamydia

positivity, network size and the number of 3- plexes in a network.

RESULTS

Overall geographic distribution of partnerships

The connections that make up the various network components in this study were

mapped to generate figure 5.1. This map shows all of the provincial connections between

communities that were identified within our data set. For this figure, for visual clarity,

connections were graphed only if at least two sexual partnerships occrrred befween

individuals in different communities.

5.2
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Figure 5.1:-G-eoeraphic connections between comm¡nities connected by at least two parbrerships. Connections
represent all links identified from nerworks of size 2to 82. The large black circle;"d;r*t" Vift"iprg. Small circles
represent communities within the province. Lines connecting communities represent sexual partneiships. Thin lines
are few connections and thick lines are many connections. E.g.- Represents 2 linl$, 

- 

represents 3 links,

- 

represents 4 links, and 

- 

represents 12 links. This applies to figures 5.3 to 5.1 L
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As expectecl, basecl on its size and the fact that it is the turgrrt urban center in the

prolince, \I¡innipeg acts as a focal point for chlam¡¡dia transrníssion tluoughout the

prorrince. Communities present in lorv risk areas appeff to be corurected clirectly to

Wiruripeg with few connections to rural high risk areas or to other communities in low

risk areas. Winnipeg is also directly connected to communities i,vithin high risk areas;

lrowever, in comparison to low risk areas, individuals in lúgh risk areas appear to har¡e

sexual partnerships rvithin and between the other communities in rural high risk areas.

Of interest are the cormections that occur between ÏVinrLipeg and high risk areas such as

Burnhvood, Norman and North Eastman. Bumtrv-ood exhibits highest levels of chlamydia

inciclence in the provínce. Bridging within this area, as well as to other high risk areas)

suggests a high probability of transmission between the connected communities. Overall,

the majorify of all corurections identifiecl occurred between \lzinnipeg ancl Burntwoocl.

This suggests that infections ltave a high probabilify of moving between the h,i¡o areas,

which can lead to transmission across the province, as Winnipeg has extensive bridging

to most other pafts of h¡Ianitoba.

The abor¡e analysis focussed on geographic patterns between communities in Manitoba.

Horver¡er, it did not incorporate data on the extent to which sexual contact occuned

behveen individuals within certain areas of \liiruripeg, which was the focus of our next

analysis. Aclclitionalll', connections to rutal areas of the province from particular locations

in \Ã¡innipeg are also incorporatecl to more fully represent the clata. The geographíc data

was stratified based on high ancl lorv risk areas for both rural areas and rvithin l\iinnipeg.
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Core areas within Wiruripeg were classified as high risk while adjacent and peripheral

areas were classified as low risk areas as defined by Blanchard et al. (1998). Overall, the

majority of individuals present in our dataset were located within high risk rural areas

(35%) *dj:* risk urban areas (40Yo) (Figure 5.2).Inaddition, the majority of intra-area

sexual contact occurred within these two areas, such that 30o/o of all sexual contact

occurred between individuals only within high risk rural areas and 3l%o between only low

risk urban area individuals. Twenty four percent of all connections occurred befween the

four areas, with 11% of these between high risk areas in Winnipeg and low risk areas in

Winnipeg. Therefore, core individuals of Winnipeg are responsible for the majority of

connections to non-core areas of Winnipeg. This high degree of inter-area mixing

between all four risk areas highlights the potential for geographic discontinuity.

5.3 Geograp hic co nnections wíthin co-ínfected networks

Contained within our database was information on cases who were co-infected with both

chlamydia and gonorrhea. Present evidence suggests that persons who are co-infected are

more likely to be part of a core group (Jotly, 1993) and are therefore of particular interest.

We mapped all network connections for networks that contained at least one co-infected

individual. An overall distribution is shown in figure 5.3. Most of the connections in the

low risk areas are lost since co-infected individuals are found within networks which are

mainly located in high incidence areas, particularly the eastern part of the province. By

targeting high risk areas and co-infected persons, core groups may be minimized.
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Rural High risk
areas

Rural Low risk
areas

3lVo

WÌnnipeg high risk
areas

Winnipeg low risk
areas

Figure 5.2: Sexual partner mixing between individuals located in high risk areas within and between
rural Manitoba and Winnipeg. Numbers within circles represent the percent of individuals present within
those areas. Numbers by thick arrows represent the percent of intra-community partnerships. Numbers by
thin arrows represent the percent of partnerships occurring between those risk areas.
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Figure 5.3: Geographic connections of networks containing at least one co-infected individual.
See Figure 5.1 for symbol description.
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5.4 Geographic distribution of parÉnerships rvithin different petrvork sizes

Breaking clown cormections basecl on network size provided a more cletailecl analysis of

provincial connections. The geograplúc clistributions can be seen from f,rgures 5.4 to 5.11.

Every possible netw-ork of a specific size was mapped ranging fi'om two to BZ. Small

networks had many different community connections ancl were therefore graphed on

separate maps. Larger networks were grouped together as they h¿d fewer corurections

between communities. A comparison of the data suggests that as nehvork size increases,

connections between cornmunities in the r,vest paú of the province decrease. That is, most

of the connections within the low risk rural areas at'e lost. As shown in chapter 4, this is

consistent with the larger average size of networks in high risk areas.

5.5 Analysis of molecular gereotypes identifiecl in the pr.ovince

Molecular epidemiology stuclies of chlamyclia in clifferent parts of the worlcl har¡e

revealecl that types genotypes D, E and F, are more frequently isolated than other types of

clrlamyclia (Ramirez et al., 2tOA; Lan et al., L995). This consistent pattem suggests that

there may be biological differences between chlarnyclia types. Although specific

differences have not been identifiecl, they coulcl be relatecl to factors such as clifferences

in the quantify of bacterial cells shed, or differences in the infectious dose. In tum, these

differences could manifest themselves as clifferences in transrnission potential ancl hence,

abundance in a populatíon.
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Given these apparent biological differences, we reasoned that they may translate into

ecological differences as well. We therefore examined our molecular data to determine if

the different chlamydia types were distributed differently within nefworks. 'We 
were

particularly interested in determining if the more cofitmon chlamydia genotypes might,

for instance, be able to survive more readily in small networks, given their potentially

higher transmissibility. In contrast, rarer chlamydia genofypes may need the frequent

transmission opportunities provided by large nefworks to be able to persist in a

population. Genotypes D and E were the most common types identified in our dataset.

Given their lower frequency, genotypes F, J, K, G, yH and Ba were initially classified as

rare (see chapter 3).

We compared the presence of rare and common genotypes with several network and

demographic variables. In total, we analyzed six different variables as shown in table 5.1.

A detailed explanation of each variable is provided in the table caption. There was no

association between common and rare chlamydia genotypes with age, network size,

partner number, or risk area. There was however, a significant difference in the

distribution of rare and common genotypes with respect to the partner location of an

infected person. Thirfy-nine percent of the common genotypes identified were isolated

from cases whose partners were all located within the same community, while rare

genotypes \ryere more likely to be isolated from cases whose partners were located either

outside their community or who had chosen partners both within and outside of their

community (Chi2, P:0.037).
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Table 5.1: Demographic analysis of rare and common genotypes present within our
dataset. "Average age" was classified as the average age of individuals infected with a
rare or a common genotype. "Average network size" is classified as the average size of
networks with either a rare or a common genotype present. "Partner location" was
classified as the location of the sexual contacts for individuals infected with either rare or
contmon genotype. "Partner number" was classified as the number of partners that an
individual named. "Risk area" was classified as the geographic location of individuals
infected with a rare or common genotype.

Variable
Genotype Class

Rare Common P value

Average age

Average network size

Gender: males

Females

Comm. Mix: within

utside/both

Partner number : >3
,
I

Risk area* : HÍgh risk

Low risk

22 years

8

42(3s%)

7e(6s%)

47 (3e%)

74 (6r%)

26 Qt%)
30 (2s%)
6s (s4%)

s3 (44%)

68 (s6%)

22 years

10

68(40%)

ee(60%)

8s (st%)
8t (4e%)

34 (2r%)
42 (2s%)
88 (s4%)

8t (4e%)

86 (st%)

0.355

0.30

0.037*

0.98

0.43
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5.6 Geographic distributÍon of chlamydia molecular genotype

The inclusion of chlamydia molecular genotypes in this study was a unique element in

confirming sexual relationships identified by contact tracing. However, genotype

information also aids in analyzing large scale pattems of sexual networks, based on the

provincial distribution of genotypes. Specific genotypes clustered over several

communities may reveal connections that link these communities together, which may

not have been initially evident based only on contact tracing data.

Geographic mapping was conducted on the isolates we genotyped in our dataset . Overall

each genotype was widely dispersed throughout the province. In order to clarify the data,

three maps were produced for 1) the most common t¡pes, D and E, 2) less frequently

observed types F, G, J and 3) the variant genotypes Ba, IÆf, Kl, Gl, Dr, Dz, D3 and Da

@igures 5.12 to 5.14).

Common genotypes, D and E, were widely distributed throughout the province, across

both high and low incidence areas, however they appear to be more prevalent in high risk

areas. Type D was largely found in the eastem and northem pafs of the province while

type E was mainly found in northern and western areas. In general, these patterns reflect

the known network connections. Type J partially overlaps genotype E in being present in

the southwestern part of the province, however, at the time of this study, they did appear

mutually exclusive as type J is present in communities slightly to the southeast of the

communities containing E. Type F largely overlaps fype D, being present in the northern

and eastern parts of the province.
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D(l)

D(5)

EQ)
E(2)

D(1)

D(2),8(1)

D(1)

E(

E(2)

E(l

E(1)

E{2),D(s)

Figure 5.12: Geographic representation of common genotypes present in the province
with connections between communities. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of
genotypes identified at a given location. 123



Figure 5.13: Geographic representation of genotypes J, F and G, the least identified
genoþpes present in the province. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of
genotypes identified at a given location.
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Ba(l), I/H (2)
J/C (1)

Dr (l)

D¡ (l)

Dz(l)

l)

Figure 5.14: Geographic representation of chlamydia variant genotypes present in our dataset.

Numbers in parentheses represent the number of genotypes identified at a given location.
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Type G is restricted to the rural parts of the province to a small number of communities

in central Manitoba. Variant D1, the most common D variant isolated, was largely

confined to rural high risk areas, but was also relatively common in rural low risk areas.

The variant genotypes isolated less frequently @3, Da and G1) were identified within

rural low risk areas.

Genotypes isolated from within Winnipeg were also graphed and are represented in

figure 5.15 and 5.16. Types D, E, F and J were generally isolated from central and

northwestern areas of the city. These latter two genotypes are relatively rare in rural

Manitoba, suggesting that they would have been circulating for some time in Winnipeg

prior to their relatively recent transmission to rural Manitoba. Given the minor presence

of either genotype isolated from rural areas, network connections between the fwo areas

allowed for the transmission of both types across the province.

V/ithin V/innipeg, variant genotypes were dispersed much more than the common

genotypes (Figure 5.16). Dr has been transmitted throughout the majority of the city,

while genotypes IÆI and Ba are more confined to central and northern sections of the

city. K1 was frequently isolated from different sections of the city as well, in particular

central and southwestern portions.
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Figure 5.16: Geographic analysis of variantp$a{ydia genotypes within V/innipeg. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of
genotypes identified. Symbols: | | core | | adjacent | | peripheral sections of Winnipeg.
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Figure 5.15: Geographic analysis of chlamydia genotypes D, E, F and G within Winnipeg.Numbers in parentheses represent the

F number of genotypes identified. Symbols: [core ffiadjacent I nerinheral sections of Winnipeg.
N)
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This analysis has provided us with a larger overview of the distribution of specific

chlamydia genotypes within several communities in the province, as well as potential

sexual links between communities. o, is present in high risk rural areas, some iow risk

areas and most sections within Winnipeg. There are obvious sexual connections between

these two areas allowing the isolation of D, variants. There is, potentially, a larger

network within high risk rural areas and within all of Winnipeg, which allows for the

maintenance of D,. Frequent connections between the two areas has allowed the continual

transmission of D, across and into low risk rural areas. The same situation can be seen for

K¡, with their presence in V/innipeg and only one within high risk rural areas. Direct

connections were not identified based on our data, however, this suggests that K1, through

its constant movement in Winnipeg networks, has recently entered high risk areas. Ba

and IÆI isolates are more restricted within Winnipeg and may have only recently entered

the high risk areas of V/innipeg.

These maps are useful in order to show foci of infection in the population. Identiffing

individual genotypes within communities helps to potentially show larger network

patterns. Further research of this kind will help to cluster individual components together

to reveal larger network patterns and identiff which community connections identified by

network analysis are associated with actual transmission.
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Predicting positivity from compo¡rent size vs k plex

Previously, \&'ylie and Jolly (2001) have clemonstratecl that netnork positivity is

correlatecl with network structure. In examining large networks, between 10 and g2

people in size, they iclentified tw-o structural types, radial ancl linear. Radial networks

showecl a hub and spoke structure with one central individual directþ connected to many

sexual paftners. Linear networks showecl a branching pattern consisting of many

inclividuals, each of whom generally has 2 or 3 sex partners. Radial networks contained

significantly less infectecl indír¡icluals than Ttnear networks. W'e rvishecl to determine

w-hether this pattern rnight extend to smaller networks as well. lVe formalizecl our

strucfural clesignation by using a network measure called k-plexes of size 3 (3-plex). A 3

plex consists of tlu'ee people connected together in a line. A raelial network of a given

size, contains more possible 3-plexes than a sirnilarly- sizecl linear network, therefore, the

number of three plexes for a network reflects a structural characteristic. The 3-plex

measure also incotporates some eletnent of size as a larger network also contains morc 3-

plexes than a smaller network. We measured 3-plexes for each network in our dataset

containing 3 or more people (networks of 2 contain no 3-plexes by definition). We then

conducted a linear regl'ession of 3-plex number against positivity and compared these

results to a regression of network size against positivity. Our intention was to determine

if network structure r¡s. network size was a betfer predictor of the number of infectecl

people founcl in a network.

5.7
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Figures 5.17 anc7-5.18 illustrate the number of positive cases regressed against either 3-

plex numbel or component size. There is a strong positive comelation between positirrify

and both k-plex number and netlvork size. Netrvork size appears to prorzide a better fit to

the data as it explains a greater amount of the variation in positivity ú-2: 0.g6 for netrvork

size ancl 0'72 for k-plex number). Notably, there are five netrvorks that are clear outliers

on the 3-plex regression line (Figure 5.I7). These are the largest radíalcomponents in our

dataset ancl are the ones prerriously included in the analysis by Wylie ancl Jolly (2001).

5.8 Discussion

Patterns of STD rates have been highly correlated rvith geography. Populations infected

with STDs may exhibit areas of high inciclence ancl areas of low inciclence. It is within

high incidence areas where the risk of acquiring and transmiffing infections are greatesl

particularly as a function of corc groups in those locations. Manitoba ancl the citv of

lÃziruripeg are also geographically segmentecl in terms of different ler¿els of STD rates.

Within hdanitoba, notth ancl northeastern sections are considerecl high risk areas.

Wiruripeg has the majori4'of chlamyctia infected cases prÊsent rvithin central areas of the

city, or the core area. In orcler for a comprehensive unclerstanding of the sexual

connections occurring rvithin the province, a nettvork map of Manitoba w-as generated to

visualize the extent to which corurections occur betrveen communities (Figure 5.1). The

overall geographic distribution of sexual connections revealecl that extensive bridging

occul's between communities. Being the largest ciru* of the province, the majority of

connections clirectly link Winnipeg and rural Àdanitoba. Of interest are the nurnerous
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Figure 5.17: Linear regression data of the number of 3-plexes against number of positive chlamydia cases
identified within networks. Dyads were not included as they do not consist of 3-plex structures.
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networks. For comparison with Fig 5.16, dyads were not included as they do not have 3-plex strucfures.
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connections that occur betrveen the high risk rural areas and Winnipeg. These lúgh risk

areas within h'{anitoba contain many isolated populations rvith limitecl access to the health

care system and high population densities (Blancharcl eÍ a|.,1998). These characteristics

are also risk markers for inclivicluals involved in clisease maintenanc e and spreacl, such as

core groups. Our finclings suggest that because there is frequent movement of individuals

between rural areas and Winnipeg, there is the potential for rapicl transmission of

infections between the clifferent areas.

To better understancl the extent to which cases in Wiruripeg choose their partners with

respect to community location, rve quantified the intra- and inter-area corurections (Fig

5.2). Sixfv one percent of all con¡rections occuned betw-een indivicluals in either high risk

rural areas onll' or low risk Winnipeg locations only. This characteristic alone could

result in enclemic maintenance of chlamydia infections within those respective ateas.

Twenty four percent of all sexual connections occurred betrryeen all four risk areas, with

most of these occuring between Wiruripeg high risk areas ancl Wirmipeg low risk areas.

Overall, Manitoba has a high degree of sexual parûrer mixing within and across high and

low risk areas. If in fact the high risk areas within the province are acting as reservoir.s for

STDs in the province, the number of bridging events occuning may be enough to

effectir¡ely transmit infections. Targeting inclir¡iduals w-ho sen¡e as the briclges between

comrnunities rvoulcl confme infections within certain populations and coulcl make it

ea.sier for public health officials to combat chlamydial infections within \danitoba.
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Another risk marker associateci with higtr risk areas is that of individuals coinfected ivith

STDs. In our clataset, information on the infectious status of all cases with chlamyclia ancl

gonorrlrea were available. We mapped all netrvorks containin g at least one person rvho

was coinfectecl to study their clistribution (Figure 5.3). Compared to the overall

geographic map, coinfected networks were largely restricied to high risk rural areas, such

that most of the connections identified in westem l\¡fanitoba are lost. Tlús clata is

consistent with the idea that interrupting the flow of chlamydia between communities

within core groups could help to reduce the incidence in these âreas.

An aclditional geographic analysis was conducted by analyzinggeographic patterns based

on network size. Our clata confirmed earlíer findings that larger networks are most likely

to be irresent within high risk al'eas. As the networks get srnaller, larger numbers of

connections arÊ seen, which span the rvhole province. Therefore, fuither research into

identifying patterns of larger networks woulci be helpful in tar-geting individuals

responsible for enclemic maintenance ancl spread of chlamydial infections.

Molecular genofyping of chlamydia isolates was conclucted in our stucly. As with other

studies (Ramirez, 2000), the genotypes most frequently isolatecl were D and E. These

genotvpes were classified as common, and the remaincler of the genofypes wore classified

as rare' Reasons for the clifferent proportions of genofypes representecl çvithin different

populations are not knorvn. We attempted to correlate the diffe¡ences in prerralen", *itn

dernographic andnetwork r¡ariables (Table 5.1). There \,vas no association rvith genotype

prevalence and age, partner number, gencler and risk area. There was a significant
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difference with respect to partner location. Common genotypes were more frequently

isolated from individuals who chose their partners from within the same community,

while rare genotypes were more frequently isolated from individuals with partners either

outside or both within and outside of their community. This pattern could reflect some

large scale differences in the distribution of chlamydia present in different networks at

the time of our study. It is also conceivable that common genotypes are better able to

maintain endemic transmission within a community and hence would be more likely to

be isolated from multiple members of that community (i.e. the "within" population).

Rarer types may quickly die out of an immunologically experienced population and we

may be more likely to observe transmission of rare tlpes into different communities

representing new immunologically inexperienced (with respect to that chlamydia

genotype) hosts. Further research is required to determine if this relationship would

consistently hold and its significance.

Geographic representation of the different chlamydia genotypes was also conducted. For

this analysis, categories for genotypes were coûrmon (D and E), rare (F, G and I), and

variant @a, yH, K1, D1-Da and G¡). As expected, based on the number of sexual

connections across the province, genot¡rpes D and E are distributed throughout both high

and low risk areas in Manitoba (Figure 5.12). Both genotlpes are common in northern

and eastem Manitoba, while genotype E also circulates in several communities towards

the southwest of Manitoba. V/ithin Winnipeg, D and E was found largely in core and

northern parts of the city. Genofypes D and E provide some information on larger scale

network patterns. The prevalence of D along the eastern and northern sides of the
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province suggest a linkage between many of the networks in these high risk areas.

Genotype E also appears to have circulated in several networks corurecting some

Interlake communities. Additionally, several networks appear to interconnect throughout

the core and northern portions of Winnipeg, with relatively few connections to other parts

of the city.

In contrast to D and E, in Winnipeg, genotype K1 appears to have been circulating largely

in core and southem portions of the city, suggesting another distinct series of connected

networks exist (Figure 5.16). With one exception, it was absent from rural Manitoba.

Compared to K1, D1 was isolated from many different locations in Wiruripeg, suggesting

either that it was circulating in a different set of connected networks, or it was present in

both the connected networks defined by Kl and those defined by D and E. The remaining

rare variant genotypes have largely a random scattered distribution throughout Winnipeg

and rural Manitoba.

This genotype distribution is only one snapshot in time. There is no previous work of this

type in Manitoba to compare how the circulation pattems have changed over time. A

study of gonorrhea strain distribution in Seattle provided a temporal look at the changes

in auxotypes over time (Knapp et a1.,1987). These authors describe how emergence and

persistence of specific strains in a community allows for a better understanding of how

frequently new strains enter a population and how long a given strain remains in that

particular population. These techniques also provide the means for improved
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understanding of the circulation of STDs within specific subsets of indir¡icluals within a

communif.

Our data suggests that different chlarnydia strains are generally wiclespreacl, reflecting the

highly mobile and interconnectecl population in Manitoba. Before \rye can fully

understand how certain chlamydia strains are transmittecl in the community, it will be

necessary to more closely link real-time chlamyclia genotyping with newly cliagnosed

infections. This approach may provide fuither insights into the epiderniolog,v of

chlamyclia ancl may facilitate derrelopment of irurovative measul'es for control of this

infection.

The last analysis we conducted rvas focused on preclicting the number of chlamyclia

infectecl cases within components. Prer¿ious sfuclies have suggestecl that the more k-plexes

present in a nefi¡¡orlq the higher the transmission of infections throughout that nefçvork

S.otlrenberg et al., 1998). \A/e conducted a linear regression of 3-p1ex number or netw-ork

size against positivify. For both variables, there was a positive linear relationship. The

highest 1'was obtained with component size.

Obserr¡ed on the 3 plex regression line rvere five outliers, which represented the largest

radial networks (networks of sizc 13, 14, 16, and 17). These netw-orks have fewer positive

cases than expected given their k-plex nunber. Wylie and Jolly (2001) conducted an in-

clepth analYsis of these ancl other lalge networks ancl found that large linear networks

containcd significantly more infccted persons than radial networks. Girren the emergence
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of these nefw-orks as outliers, it appears that the relationship founcl by Wylie ancl Jolly

(200I) may be unique to larger networls. Indivicluals in large mdial networks, because

of their numerous sexual partners, may harre a low probabilify of transmitting an infection

to most of their contacts. It is also conceivable that the fir¡e central indivicluals in the firre

latge radíal networks in our sfudy recognized the risk associated with sexual behavior ancl

usecl concloms on a rcgalar basis, thus lowering the transmission probability within their

sexual netrvorks.

For most networks, it appears that size alone is a slightly better preclictor of the nurnber

of positirres. This does not rule out the possibilit-v ttrat the relationship with k-plex

number is non-iinear and more advanced model-fitting techniques may provide different

answers. Notably, as shown in the prerzious chapter, there does appeaî to be clifferences in

the network tneasures for closeness and betweeness in individuals in high and low-risk

areas. Different network m€asuÍes may, therefore, also procluce a bctter fú to the rlata

than 3-plex measures.
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SUI,ÍN,L{RY

The main objective of this research was to obsen e the extent to which rnolecular h'ping

data lor Chlamydict trachontatis ivould agree with the proposecl transmission routes

within the sexual networks constructecl from contact tracing clata. In adclition, we

described the demographic, geographic ancl behavioral patterns found within sexual

nehvorks in Manitoba to identiflz future research priorities ancl prorricle data necessary to

develop new targeted STD control programs in Manitoba.

The majoriry* of the constructecl networks containing inclir¡icluals linkecl either clirectly or

indirectly by sexual contact were conc ordant with respect to chlamyclia genofype

(Chapter 3). This indicates that network analysis based on routinely collecte d clafa

fi'equentlv does reflcct the transmission routes of incliviclual chlamydia genotypes.

Considerable genetic clir¿ersity in the number of chlamydia genol.vpes circulating within

fhe province of Manitoba was identifiecl, where many of these appear to har¡e been

circulating in the province for at least six years. Relatively few chlamydia variants w€re

identifiecl. The lack of concordancy seen in some networks may reflect the iclentification

of core gloups or, alternatively, identifu areas whele STD control programs neecl to be

changecl or modifieil. The geographic connections identified by network analysis clo

fì'equently reflect transmission events as 59o/o of netw-orks, containing inclivicluals from

more than one geographic location, were concordant rvith respect to chlarnyclia genotype

present. Netw'ork analysis could therefore be usecl to iclentifu different areas in a r.egion

where it would be useful to co-orclinate STD control efforts.
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Characterization of chlarnyclia infectecl cases was also conclucted ancl serv'ed to provicle

baseline data fu Manitoba in terms of iclentif-ving persons invohred in clisease

maintenance ancl spread (Chapter 4). L4ixing patterns of infectecl individuals, measured

by mixing matrices, were analy zed, as specific pattems affect the rate ancl degree of

cliscase spread in a population. Assortatir¡e mixing primarily rnaintains infections in

certain sub-populations while dissortative mixing primarily spreacls infections to other

sub-populations. Significant mixing patterns were obsen¡ed for male and female cases

present in high risk areas. These indir¡iduals had a tendency to choose partners who were

within clifferent age groups, and for males, to choose contacts with greater numbers of

sexual partners, in comparison to cases in lorv risk areas. This higtrlights the extent to

which control programs need to focus efforts specifically towards males and cases within

high lisk areas.

Demogaphic data was analyzed for cases within our dataset to characterize those

populations most burclened with chlamvdia infections. Several significant associations

were found wlúch contribute to high STD incidence rates. Cases young in age, male and

located i" high risk areas, are on average, present within large sexual networks. In

adciition, high risk area cases har¡e more pafiners located within the same communi6,

maintaining infections in thaf population. STD control efforts should focus on these

gl'oups? which in turn r,voulcl lead to a clecrease in the number of partners a given

indiviclual may have, intenuption of chlarnyclia transmission and a decrease in network
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sizes present in the population. Our results also highlight the neecl for further research on

the role of mixing paftems ancl network size ancl structure on STD inciclence patterns.

The ongoing discussion regarcling the correlation between geography and STD rates lead

us to a geographic analysis of sex pafiner formation (Chapter 5). \4re represented all

geographic sexual connections at a prorrincial levef as rvell as those occurring within the

cify of ÏViruripeg. Or,era[ there is extensir¡e sexual connections that span the prorrince,

\[¡innipeg and across both high and low risk areas. Of particular interest are the

cormections linkecl to high risk areas. Many of the identifiecl connections linked

lVinnipeg ancl high risk areas. These high risk areas are mainly isolated populations with

limited access to the health care system rvith high population densities. These factors are

some risk markers associatecl with individuals inr¡oivecl in disease maintenance and

spreacl, such as core gloups. Inclividuals within Winnipeg also exhibit high corurectivity

between high ancl low risk urban areas. Frequent intra- and inter-arearnixing enhance the

potential for the spread of infections. Our finclings suggest tirat there is fiequent

movement of individuals between rural areas and Winnipeg resulting in rapid

transmission of infections throughout the prorrince.

In acldition, geographic network corurections for co-infected netw-orks and clifferent

nctwork sizes revealecl that co-infectecl anci large netw-orks are rnainly founcl within high

risk areas. Therefore, fuither research into identiû,ing patterns of larger networks nould

help in targeting indivicluals responsible for enclernic maintenance ancl spreacl of

chlamydial infe ctions.
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The rnolecular genofypes iclentifieci were used to correlate the differences in preyalence

of certain genotypes with clemoglaphic ancl network variables. In aclditio4 geographic

clistribution of genotypes was also analyzeci. For the clemographic analysis, the most

fi'equently isolatecl genofypes were classifiecl as common ancl the remaining genolypes

were classified as rare. There were no significant associations for any of the r¡ariables

except for partner location. In this case, common genotypes were isolated more

frequently from cases whose partners were locatecl rvithin the same community, w-hile

rare genotypes were isolated from cases whose partners rvere most often locatecl either

outside, or within and outsicle of their cornmunilv. Common fypes may be better able to

maintain endemic transmission within a communify rvhile rare f1,pes may require lnore

frequent exposure to imrnunologically inexperiencecl host. Further research is requirecl to

determine if this relationship woulcl consistently hold and its significance.

Analysis of the geographic distribution of the different chlamydia genotvpes was

conclucted. The emergence and persistence of cefiain strains in a community allows for a

better unclerstancling of how frequentþ new strains enter a population ancl how long a

given strain remains in that particular population. There is no previous work of this type

in Manitoba to compare how the circulation pattems have changed over time. Although

there were different pattems of clistribution for specific strains, fuither work needs to be

conductecl to more fully understand how certain chiamyclia genolvpes are transmittccl in

the communif5.
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Possible associations between positivif,v (outcome vaùable) and component size and

number of 3-plexes (explanatory rral'iables) were testecl using linear regression. For both

explanatory variables, a positive linear relationship was iclentifiecl, with the highest r'2

obtainecl for component size. Therefore, size alone appears to be a better predictor of the

nurnber of positirres found in a network. This cloes not rule out the possibility' that the

relationship with kllex number is non-linear and more advancecl model-fitting

techniques may provicle different answers. In addition" different network measures may

produce a better fit to the data than 3-plex measures.

CXrerall, the use of social network analysis was very useful in studying the epiclemiology

of chlamydia in Manitoba. Population basecl characterization of infectecl individuals

provicies additional insight into behar¡iors over and above those gained by analyses based

only on inclividuals. The use of contact tracing clata in the construction of networks

appears to be quite accurate as dçtermined by the molecular epiclemiologl' component of

this research. Not only do contact tracing clata and molecular clata help to verif¿ true

sexual cornections, they also allow analyses on demographic, behavioral and geographic

pattems of chlamyclia infected cases. This work, and additional work of this fypÊ, can

provicle useful infotmation to aid control proglams in targeting inclividuals involved in

clisease maintenance ancl spreacl, whether within certain age gloups, geogaphic locations,

or pelsons with higlÌ numbers of sex partners. In the end, it prorrides useful information

for the clevelopment of appropriate prerrention ancl control programs for chlamydia within

Manitoba.
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